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BLUEBERRIES. BUCKLING UP . ROUGHING IT

w
Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly.

... returns to
Deering Oaks Park
full of music, color, motion
- and its perennial critics.
See page 6.

Thursday
August 11, 1988

Elderly care
soon to be
in critical
demand

Suzmanon
trial in NH

'-'August 12th, 13th, & 14th. Noon to 10,30 pm • Ponlan<i

,Ill
•

140 great performances' Over 700 artists from Maine, New England & the World'
John Prine

The Roches/The Dalfid Grisman Quartet

Queen Ida

Richie Halfens/Gatemouth Brown/NRBQ
Blues/The Persuasions/ Bands from ASia,

South America / Contemporary Theatre, Dance
and Performance Art! Maine Folk MusIc & Art

KldsArea

Dancmg - Folk, Swmg & Rock 'n Rolli/Crafts

Market-

place & Mame Enterpnse Tent! Outdoor Sculpture

Gourmet

Downeast and International Food and on and on

and on ..

Adlfance Tickets. $7 at Shop 'N Salfe Supermarkets
. "" and the Record Exchange - includes Free Program
Magazine & Ifaluable Festilf8l Coupons! A t the Gate. $8
Adults, $3 Kids & Seniors. Valid for one day admission

Lobster
people
Looking like a mini flotilla of
mobile lobster buoys in their
day glo orange bathing caps, a
few dozen hearty swimmers
bobbed across Casco Bay last
Saturday, completing the
fourth annual Peaks Island to
Portland swim.
"That hurt," said Peter Small,
18, of South Portland, who finished first with a time of 55
minutes, 36 seconds. "I don't
know how the other people felt,
but to me it was like the strongest current and more waves. It
was the windiest out of the four
years I've done it."
The tradition dates back to
the early 1900's. Interrupted by
WWII, the race fell out ofpopularity during the 50' s. The Portland YMCA revived the 2.8 mile
swim six years ago.

LLBean

<

Prudential-Bache
Securities

s a Ie

expandable and solid top tables and chairs

maine b~nymf~Y(~it~i;~I@

available in ash and cherry
starting in ash at $544

288 fore street, portland, maine
774-5292
hours: mon-sat 9-5

sun 12-5

- Bill Savadove

Topless chefs
& petty thefts

- Thomas Verde

from Noon to 10:30 PM. Charge tickets and information, call 772-9012.

The Maine Festival IS a production of Maine Arts, Inc. and is sponsored by:

Ivan Suzman, Portland activist and state coordinator of the
Maine Project on South Africa,
faces a New Hampshire charge
of criminal trespass today,
August 11, forstaginga sit-in at
Dartmouth college to protest
his alma mater's investment
policies in South Africa.
If found guilty of the misdemeanor charge, Suzman, and
fellow Portland resident Harvey Fields, could face a maximum penalty of a year in jail
and a $1000 fine.
''We expect to be found
guilty," Suzma n said. They plan
to appeal to the New Hampshire Superior Court for a jury
trial.
The two will base their defense on the free speech defense, rights of revolution as I
guaranteed by the New Hampshire state constitution, and
defensive competing harms which says a law can be violated to avoid a greater harm.
The protest took place in May,
three days before graduation.
Fifty four students and an alumnus stood outside the administration building with signs.
Suzman and Fields sat inside in
the reception area with a sign
that said, "Dartmouth divest."
The men were told they would
have to leave by the time the
building was closed. At 4:30
P.M.,;eight policemen arrested _ j ,
them)
~.
Dartmouth has $20 million ...,.
invested in companies that do
business with South Africa.
According to Treasurer Robert
Fields, the college is following
a selective disinvestment policy.

Weird news
+Call for Philip Morris. The
New York Times last month
reported that a sales representative for the Philip Morris
Tobacco Company, Jeffrey John
Baum, married Anne Alexandra Tyno, an oncology unit
nurse - oncology is the study of
cancer.
+A riot broke out at a
Chalmette, La., "cute kid" contest as irate parents demanded
trophies. The contest organizer
fainted onstage as waves of
parents rushed the platform.
+ A Missouri Senate subcommittee urged lethal injection
over the gas chamber as capital
punishment in part because of
fear of liability to execution
spectators if the gas escapes.
+Only $17 remained from an
Indiana woman's $462 Social
Security payment in April after
she left the money in her clothing that went through the wash
and then dried the bills in a
microwave oven.
- Chuck Shepard/AlterNet

Good news for petty pilferers: there are 4000 bath towels
awaiting you at South
Portland's new Marriott Hotel,
which opened this week.
But that's not all, according
to an urgent press release issued by the 227-room hotel.
There are 2500 paper clips and
3000 bottles of shampoo waiting to serve you.
The hotel chefs have 75 pairs
of pants and 48 shirts. Do half
of them go topless?
Do the topless chefs pour their
morning java into the 650 coffee cups or the 650 coffee mugs?
The difference? Who cares?
When you need your morning
coffee, you would probably
drink it topless out of one of the
600 ash trays.
Or through a frill pick. What
is a frill pick? Why does the
Marriott need 10,000 of them?
Maybe they meant thrill pickplaced in every room for the
pleasure and enjoyment of the
..
guests.
Alongside the thnll pIck
you'll find 360 copies of J. Willard Marriott's biography, but
only 250 Gideon's Bibles.
- Bill Savadove

Dr. Spock visits new center last week.

INNOVATIVE FACILITY TO OPEN

Day care demand high
A new child care project Horizons Child Care - will ta ke
in 55 children, but the parents
of some toddlers will go begging as Portland's need for
quality child care continues.
Maine was ranked fifth from
the bottom in a survey on how
states meet child care needs. A
survey by Child Care Review
found that there is only one
child care slot for every 6.52
Maine children in need.
One Portland area mother,
Carol Gillette, said that the lack
of quality day care in Portland
is critical. Her six-year-old
daughter has been in various
day care facilities since the age
of six months.
"The problem is that because
there is no government backing. The teachers are very
poorly paid. For $4.10 an hour,
a teacher may be taking care of
10 active five-year-olds. They
get burned out very quickly,"
said Gillette, an account coordinator for Morse, Payson, and
Noyes. As a mother, she worries that the low pay may not
attract the best people. Gillette
added that the expense of day
care is another problem.
Day care is fast becoming an
election issue. More people are
calling for government subsidies, which already exist in
some European countries.
Larger companies can afford
to provide day care. In 1978,
UNUM Life Insurance Company opened their own day care
facility. "Ourresearch indicated
a shortage of high quality day
care in the Portland area," said
spokesperson Claudia Stepke.
Today, 85 children are in the
program with more on the
waiting list. Bath Iron Works
also provides care for the children of its employees.
However, most smaller companies in Portland have been

unable to maintain their own
child care facility - until now.
Twelve private companies,
Mercy Hospital, and the University of Southern Maine have
joined together to form Horizons Child Care, which is being
called the first public/private
day care cooperative the U.s.
has ever seen.
"In a place like Portland, there
aren't enough big industries to
cover the project... This is a
pioneering effort," said child
care guru Dr. Benjamin Spock,
who toured the unfinished
Brackett Street facility on August 2. Horizons will open on
September 6.
The facility will havea paved
area for safe two-way tricycle
riding, a sandbox shaped like a
boat, and a "staff retreat room."
Currently, all of the spaces
have been spoken for by the
participating companies, which
include Gendron and Company, Morse, Payson and
Noyes, and Terrien Architects.
Spaces will be offered to the
general public if they become
available.
Horizons will be sharing playground facilities with its next
door neighbor, Reiche Elementary School. The University of
Southern Maine is handling
staff. Mercy Hospital will make
meals available and provide
emergency medical care.
Morse, Payson, and Noyes will
help with insurance. "It's a
model that can work in other
cities in Maine and in other
states," said Barbara Duff,
spokesperson for Terrien Architects.
Ultimately, Duff said that
more day cue will help ease
Portland's iabor crunch by
makingit easier for parents with
young children to work. "It's
going to help revitalize the work
force," she said.
- Bill Savadove

The elderly population in
Cumberland County is expanding at a phenomenal rate, according to an Elderly Needs
Task Force study released last
week. By 1995, the frail elderly
population (those over age 85)
will expand more than 27 percent. Expected increases pose
enormous challenges for the
community and the government to meet·the economic and
social needs of the elderly.
Between 1985 and 1995, according to the report issued by
the United Way, Inc. and the
Southern Maine Area Agency
on Aging (SMAAA), the general population in the county
will grow 8.5 percent, but the
elderly population (65 years
and older) will increase 12.4
percent.
The Elderly Needs TaskForce
was formed in Septem ber, 1987,
in response to a United Way
report that identified elderly
needs as an emerging issue. The
task force studied issues related
to quali ty of life, access services
and income, hOUSing, and
health.
Perhaps the most pressing
problems this increase will
cause are in housing and health,
both here and nationally. The
contracts on many elderly
housing units built 15 to 20
years ago with federal subsidies are expiring. Unless there
is a greater financial incentive
for developers to retain these
units as elderly housing or
develop new ones, even more
serious housing shortages are
in store, the task force warns.
Home health care is also an
urgent need, according to
United Way Director of Community Services Michael Brennan. "In many instances, people
are having to stay in hospitals
longer because they can't find
home health care," he said.
Last year, the denial rate for
Medicare home health care
benefits in Maine reached 30
percent - the highest rate of
denials in the nation. According to Senator George Mitchell,
the denials are a result of a
variety of policy changes that
the Reagan Administration has
taken to restrict home care
benefits by means of increased
claim denials and vague eligibility criteria. Mitchell added
that a recent ruling by the U.s.
District Court will help restore
some of these benefits.
According to Bert Andrews
of the United Way Board of
Directors, the complex and
expensive problems associated
with health care also include
the needs of informalcaregi vers
- the families of dependent
elderly, who provide an estimated 80 to 90 percent of care.
The United Way and the
SMAAA are currently forming
an implementation committee
to act on the findings in the
report. "They will prioritize the
recommendations and develop
strategies to implement them,"
Brennan said.
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Casco Bay Weekly is a paper for
people living in or concerned about the
cities and towns of the Portland area.
It is published by Mogul Media, Inc.
from posh corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street, Portland. ME 04102.
Send us your event listings, your
angry letters and especially your .
advertisements! We need to receive
all that kind of stuff by the end of the
Thursday prior to the issue in which
you it want to appear.

775·6601
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AUGUST
SPECIALS
A

CONVERSATION WITH

Edith MCCauley

The Maine Festival begins
' ing music and color
tomorrow, b r1'ng
and new discoveries from around the

Edith Mccauley and 11le
Portland Room have been
together from the beginning. 11l0ugh it's only been
in existence for nine years,
11le Portland Room is the
most extensive compilation
of Portland's history.
I talked to Mrs. McCauley
as Mrs. Hall, her co-worker,
read the newspaper at the
front desk, waiting for
questions from newcomers
like me.

..... \

books. The room also has it's includes Mr. Willis' own
own temperature and humid- personal diary, which is one
ity control, to protect the
of the best primary sources of
paper in the books. In case of Portland's history in the mid
a fire, the room has a halon
19th century.
gas system, instead of a
sprinkler system, which
Is it part of your job to
would ruin the books.
read the newspaper everyThe room itself has an
day?
ambience that sets it off from
Yes, what we're doing is
the rest of the library, and it is indexing it.
a room that has a lot of conWe always laugh about that
trast. We have some special
because a lot of people probapress collections, including
bly think that we're not doing
the Thomas Bird Mosher
anything when we sit for half
Press, which was a very fine
the morning reading the
Portland press which
What exactly is the Portpaper.
land Room?
operated on Exchange street.
We have an Anthoensen Pres~
It's the library's special
What is the oldest book in
collections department, and it Collection, as well as the
this room?
Cuala Press Collection, which
was set up when we moved
There is a book that was
was an Irish Press started
into this building in 1979.
published in 1565, and it is by
during the craft movement at Isocrates, entitled Orations,
Everything in here is part of
one collection or another, the the beginning of this century printed in Greek.
by Elizabeth Yeats, sister to
largest collection being the
William Butler Yeats.
Maine Collection.
What relevance do you
The Maine Collection is an
think the history in this
Is there one collection
ongoing collection comprised
room has to modern-day
of books about Maine, books that you like the most?
life in Portland?
One of my favorite collecthat w~re printed in Maine,
There is a lot of relevance.
tions is the Willis Collection,
and books written by Maine
I think we see it in what is
whjch was the private library happening, both good and
authors. We have current
of William Willis. He was a
books that are being pubbad, to old buildings in
Portland histOrian, who wrOtE Portland .... Too often we
lished by Stephen King as
well as books by Sarah Barrell the only truly substantial
think of the new and the old,
history of Portland. He was
Keating Wood, who was
change and staying the same,
Maine's first woman novelist. an attorney who went>-on to
as opposing things. They
become Mayor of the city, anc shOUldn't be, and in fact can't
She was born in 1759, and
he was a lover of books and
wrote in Maine while it was
be. The important thing is to
knowledge.
still a province.
get the best of both.
The collection itself is a
The Portland Room does
What makes the Portland typical example of a ninethis in a small way, by bringteenth-century, gentleman's
Room so unique?
ing together the best of both
and it has all kinds of the past and the present.
library,
The room was specifically
designed for a special-collec- special things in it. It has a
pamphlet collection. There's a
tion. If you notice, there are
Robert St. John, one of Casco Bay
collection
of bound periodino outside windows up here,
Weekly's
library lroils, will really
cals, a gentleman's magazine, be hilling many
because sunlight destroys
the books in the fall.
which dates back to the early
1730's. The collection also

world into portland's backyard.
xt alsO brings controversy.
~ong with the disagreements that
~ed Festival waters since
have mu dd.
. s now the 1Ssue
its inception, t h ere 1

"If I had been wearing my belt that
day I may have been completely
unharmed, for pictures of the
demolished car show only a severely
dented roof with the inside intact."

of its location.
d ' t think that the fencedSome on
f
in Festival is an appropriate use 0
ublic Deering Oaks Park, and
t he P
.
they have announced their intent10ns
to protest the event. (Sadly, none of
f
rd before the
these people came orwa
move was enacted.)
. 't'10n of "public"
But the def1n1
does not mean that anyone c~ do
anything at any t~e. Someth1ng
public is something that affects the
lives of the majority of the people

ONE WHO LIVED TO TELL THE TALE ...
1988 BMW 528E • Silver over Black

44

$

per
month

*INCLUSIVE·SALES TAX.TITLE FEES
170G40 60 month closed and lease, 60 payments of $399.44
to.t alling $23,966+0 $3300 due at inception of lease

1988 BMW 735i

99

$

per
month
n0697 60 month closed and lease, 60 payments of $649.99
totalling $38,999.40 $3300 due at inception of lease

Buckle-up, bucko
The seat belt controversy
rages.
In the wake ofthe recent accident involving two unbelted
Portland police officers it seems
that the men and women in
blue as well as children under
the age of 12 must now be
belted. Or else.
As is usual in subjects of this
nature, the ones who debate,
dispute, polemicize or question
the pros and cons are frequently
the ones whose lives have not
been personally touched by the
issues.
I was one of those who argued against belts. Until 10
years ago.
,
Driving too fast over a pOtholed gravel road, I lost control
trying to maneuver a tight tum.
What started as a skid ended
up as a series of vehicular cartwheels.
I crashed through the closed
window. My left leg slammed
against the outside mirror. I was
flung to the ground; hard
enough to completely squash
two vertebrae. Other injuries
included a ruptured spleen, a
broken leg and several deep
gashes over various pa rts of my
body.
Traffic on this quiet country
road with its half dozen houses
scattered over its three mile
length was infrequent. But luck
was with me that day. Within
seconds of my accident a car
appeared. The driver later told
me he had not seen the crash.
At the hospital, wafting in
and out of a coma, I had not lost
any of my belligerence. I ap-

parently argued with the attending surgeons about the
necessity of removing my
spleen. Eventually I signed a
release when someone told me
the seriousness of my condition.
A few days later I was encased in plaster from armpit to
hip. My left leg, meanwhile, had
been made immobile by another cast. With these impediments and the design of the
stitches from my myriad cuts, I
could have passed for a cubist
painting. The doctors could not
operate on my broken leg until
my condition was more stable.
In effect, they said later, they
weren't sure I was going to
survive. Twenty-four hours
later they changed that diagnosis, when they decided I would
live but only in a wheelchair.
I remained in the hospital
with a body cast for two
months. And for two more
when I was out. My leg was
held together with a 4-inch
stainless steel screw. I hobbled
with crutches then graduated
to a walking cane. All told, it
was another four months before I was able to comfortably
walk without these aids.
Today, perfectly mobile, my
left leg may suddenly buckle in
a middle of a strenuo~ singles
tennis match. When I walk, I
list imperceptibly to my left like
the proverbial drunken sailor.
The two flattened lumbar vertebrae did not crack, so my
spinal cord remained intact.
When I overextend myself my
injured back shoots out agonizing darts of pain and I am forced
to spend an entire day in bed.
Because of my splenectomy, I
am more susceptible to viruses

and germs, nor can I tnl,>r;,I'p
excessive temperatures.
I write this not to garnish
sympathy. I write this to give
another viewpoint regarding
the wearing of seat belts.
There are continuing arguments that some accident victims would still be alive had
they not been buckled in. I do
not quarrel with that. However,
in cases like those, I believe the
vehicle in question might have
been in flames and the occupants panicked. Or the clasp
jammed. Far more people than
not walk away from an accident Safe and sound when
strapped in.
If I had been wearing my belt
that day I may have been completely unharmed, for pictures
ofthedemolished carshow only
a severely dented roof with the
inside intact.
Issues have been raised regarding freedom of choice.
Perhaps it is more a case of
power. By trying to enforce a
law, the governing body is
wielding it. By trying to fight
the passing of this law, the citizen is showing his strength. It's
an Orwellian Big Brother syndrome.
However, can we not attach
the positive meaning of a big
brother to this issue?
And besides, are not the lives
of teenagers and other adults
not in the police force equally
important?
Althea Kaye is a freelance

wr~er

who frequently drives between southern Maine and Toronto. Her column,
EATS, appears each week in Casco
Bay Weekly.

around it.
Deering Oaks park does that. And
so could the Maine Festival.
Xf those who seek t 0 dislocate the
Festival would lobby instead to open
it up -- to as~ist in the
.
distribution of low-income t1ckets,
to inSist on one or two free
-- then the Maine
per f 0 ...--~"ces
_·
Festival would be all the more
"publiC."
The "art" of compromise would
enrich all of our lives.
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by Monte Paulsen

This weekend,
as the Maine Festival
:ftlls Deering Oaks with
music and color and motion,
it does so flush with the
awkwardness and promise
of its adolescence.
In a mere dozen years, the Festiyal has grown from an "artist's party"
into a world-class art event. It has presented small-town minstrels
alongside internationally-known musicians, native craftsmen beside
technical designers, and storytellers next to performance artists.
Those who have staged this phenomenon have themselves walked a
tightrope, balancing art and commerce as they struggled not to fall into
the morass of criticism swirling perpetually beneath them.
And even as they raise this year's canvas wings between the oak trees
in Portland's big backyard, the "parents" of the Maine Festival are
prepadng to release this child of promise from their nest.

B

ORN OF ONE FATHER and about a dozen
midwives, the Maine Festival was at first a
labor of love.
Marshall Dodge, a wealthy and eccentric storyteller interested in Maine folk art, raised the
idea ofa festival individually with about a dozen
people he referred to as "art honchos." They
were enlisted as "program directors" for Maine's
first "cultural jam session" held on the Bowdoin
College campus late in the summer of 1977.
About 9000 spectators turned out to see 300 or
so disorganized artists performing for the fun of
it. A classic case of too many chiefs and too few
Indians, the project lost money. But Dodge
ponied up the difference, and even the "hippy
party's" harshest critics admitted afterward that
the event had been a success.
One of the performers that first year was Bau
Graves, who owned a music store in Brunswick
and was a regular folk music performer. Singing Woody Guthrie tunes in a folk duo, he
remembers that first Festival as exciting. Graves
returned the second year of the Festival, which
he described as "an interesting gig ... but in a
way it was just another gig."
And a gig that didn't pay. The money collected at the gate - when it was collected covered only the most basic expenses, leaving
nothing to pay the performers. Though the artists selling crafts made money, the financially
secure Marshall Dodge felt firmly that the event
should be a public party - not a money maker
for the performers.
But Graves, and others who depended on
income from their performances, began to feel
used. Attendance by both artists and spectators
had dropped sharply the second year. Graves
and others refused to playa third year without
pay, and they began their boycott by walking
out of a confrontational board meeting.
After they left, the midwives of the still-infant
jam session discussed the issue late into the
night. "Marshall was a great talker," said Graves,
"and he attracted a lot of other great talkers."

A

FTER THE TALK, however, it was agreed
that the performers would be paid and
that the Festival would hire its first fulltime director: Phyllis O'Neill. The "artist's party"
had become a business.

Former Festival foe Bau Graves joined the
organization and assisted in staging a new event:
New Years/Portland.
/'
Modeled after Boston's successful First Night
celebration, New Years/Portland took a step
that the Maine Festival had not yet taken - it
hired out-of-state artists to share the stages. The
performances sold out and it was decided that
what was good for New Years/Portland would
be good for the Maine Festival.
The following year s Festival included several
headliners "from away" and according to
O'Neill, these new acts "revitalized the Festival."
But according to others among the Festival
throng, the addition of out-of-state artists violated the intent of the event.
"It has become a radically different concept,"
said Linda Bliss, who was the Festival's first,
part-time director. She voices the resentment
that others still involved with the project will
not: Marshall Dodge's idea of a "festival in
celebration of Maine's creative spirit" has given
way to something new.
Although creative director Graves is sensiti ve
to tha t criticism, he is not apologetic. He sees the
issue as one of higher standards. "For many of
those groups, the Festival was their only access
to larger crowds. They lost their 'big gig' and
they were disgruntled about it," he said.
Graves is quick to point out that Maine artists
still participate by the hundreds, and although
most of the big-name performers in the upcoming Festival live out-of-state, a majority of the
remaining roster is indigenous. Both O'Neill
and Graves insist that they are fulfilling the
original mandate "to bring Maine artists together."

The Festival continued to present Maine artists in Bowdoin each August. Revenue and attendance rose slowly but steadily, and by 1983,
The Maine Festival was operating on a yearly
budget of $140,000.
Marshall Dodge had grown tired of bankrolling the shortfalls, and was preparing to move
on, to adopt a new home state, just as he had
adopted Maine a decade before. Led by his
interest in folk culture and by a growing fear of
nuclear holocaust, he began the slow process of
transplanting himself to Hawaii. He was convinced that the islands would be a safe haven
during an impending nuclear disaster.
Ironically, Dodge died there that same year,
the victim of a night-time hit-and-run accident.
And although Maine Arts, Inc., the organization responsible for The Maine Festival, was one
of the few beneficiaries named in his will, only
a small amount of his fortune remained. Out of
his fear of impending disaster, the eccentric
storyteller had converted all of his wealth into
gold coin - immediately before the price of gold
plummeted.
The following years Festival lost a substantial
amount of money - with no one to pick up the
bill. As O' Neill and other Festival organizers
regrouped to consider their fate, they at first
blamed the intense August heat that year and
the Los Angeles Olympics, which competed for
audience attention.
But after a few weeks they began to see another problem. "It became painfully clear that
this incredible idea was no longer stimulating,"
H, BY THE WAY, that was the year
O'Neill admitted. "After seven years of the same
we got married," interjected Phyllis
thing happening, of the same artists year after
O'Neill during an interview with her
year, there was a general lack of interest."
and husband/associate Bau Graves.
The two have become the adoptive parents of
OUTHERN MAINE had grown dramati
the
burgeoning Festival, and as we talked in the
cally in the years since the first Maine Festi
air-conditioned
lobby of the new Portland Perval, and a substantial mainstream art comforming
Arts
Center,
one could sense their
munity had emerged.
personal
pride
in
the
young
organization.
In Portland, a new museum was soon to be
the
parent
organization is
Maine
Arts,
Inc.,
as
built and the Performing Arts Center was alnow
called,
stages
the
Maine
Festival, New
ready under construction. In small towns
Year's/PortIand
and
"Big
Sounds",
a summer
throughout the state, smaller, less-ambitious
series
at
the
Portland
Performing
Arts
Center.
summer festivals had captured the attentions of
annually
commissions
The
organization
also
local audiences.
continued next page
Being a good business was no longer enough,
concluded O'Neill. The Maine Festival would
have to adapt if it were to survive.
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"After seven
years of the
same thing
happening,of
the same artists
year after year,
there was a
general lack of
interest."
- Phyllis O'Neill
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Narrated Island & Harbor
Cruises Aboard the "Lady Joan"
Portland's NEWEST Excursion Boat

redefines classic
country style
with their
sophisticated
ftorals, checks
and madras plaids
in dresses, suits
and separates
... all for early fall.
Don't miss the final
days of our fabulous
summer sale.

Wrap-Around Windows for Best Viewing
On-Board Snacks & Refreshments
Comfortable Upper Deck Seating
Ask about our popular Clambake On The Bay
availabte on every Bay View Cruise by Prior Arrangement

SCHEDULE
$8 per person; $7 children/senior citizens
Group rates Available
10:00 -

11:30

Casco Bay Cruise
12:10 -

41 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101

772-4439

Prizm
transluscent
color gloss
with this ad

the color ofthe Festival. Our idea is to transform
the Oaks into a landscape that is filled with
color and energy and sculpture and banners."
the Current Events program, a series of new
But by opening day of last year's Maine Fesworks ranging from dance and performance to tival, the first in Deering Oaks, the proud parents had found themselves across the fence
site specific sculptural installation.
O'Neill is quick to explain that "A National from yet another Festival fracas.
The fence, in this case, was the eight-foot high
Endowment of the Arts grant has given us a
green
cyclone mesh which runs around the
chance to find out what Maine art is all about. It
allowed us to launch into a folk arts program, Festival for the purpose of keeping those who
both rural and urban. We explored the ethnic had paid in, and those who hadn't, out.
Because more than half of Maine Arts' income
arts of new immigrants, explored the cultural
plurality which really exists here and which is is derived from ticket sales, the Festival considour most authentic Maine art. We're the only ers the fence an ugly but economically necessary barrier.
Maine organization that goes to the source."
But David Turner, speaking for the Parkside
"Go~g to the source" has replaced the earlier
Maine-only definition of the source as the crite- Neighborhood Association, says the fence
makes their "backyard park" look like a "conria for the Maine Festival.
centration
camp." He considers the fence a
According to the current statement of purpose, Maine Arts' goal is "to provide artistic metaphor for elitism and illegal appropriation
opportunities and to encourage the advance- of public land.
Turner's legal objection to the fence revolves
ment of the performing and visual arts in the
state of Maine through the presentation of a around the 1789 bequest of the park to the City
diversity of public programs and services to of Portland from the Deering family, which
artists."
states that "This conveyance is made upon the
Bau Graves translates this as "a concern with condition that the premises herein described
the root sources of mainstream art." He points shall be forever held by the City of Portland as
to traditional craft and alternative pioneers as a public park, otherwise shall revert to said
those roots, and those genres have becoine the Grantors and their heirs."
hallmark of the Festival.
Although the Chamber of Commerce-sponsored Deering Oaks Family Festival also rents
y 1986, new performers and larger audi- the park from the city, that event does not
ences began to cause acoustical and logis- charge admission - instead receiving the bulk
tical problems at the Bowdoin campus. Ma of its revenue in the form of a $75,000 payment
O'Neill and Pa Graves deemed it was time to from Smokey's Greater Shows, an amusement
company which operates carnival rides during
pack up the farm and move to the city.
"Bowdoin was getting frenzied because it that event.
Mark Usinger, a South Portland resident and
was getting too small," said O'Neill. The audience had swelled to over 20,000. "We just liter- one of two people who picketed the park last
ally outgrew the quad."
.
year, plans to cOl}tinue the protest this year. He
The success of New Year's /Portland weighed objects to both festivals as non-public uses of
heavily in the selection of a new venue. The city the park, He is organizing a protest on Friday
of Portland was experienced at dealing with morning, just prior to the opening of the Festilarge crowds, and Deering Oaks Park was an val. According to Usinger, "If Marshall Dodge
aesthetically appealing location accessible to were alive today, he would be out there protestboth city and highway. Said O'Neill, "Thewhole ing with us."
Deering Oaks environment reflects the arts and
O'Neill refutes these objections by maintaining that Maine Arts is a non-profit company
and that The Maine Festival is a public event,
that 76% of the park remains outside the fence,
that the Festival "doesn't even occupy most of
the Park's facilities" and that the Festival's
Neighborhood Arts Access Program provides

B
Freshwater peart earrings
Stertlng silVer 529

14K gold 5110

d. cole jewelers
The Golden Unicorn
10 Exchange St. Portland 772-5119
SUmmer hours: Mon-Sot 10-9. SUn
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12:50

Harbor
Lunch Cruise
1,000 free tickets to city-dwellers who cannot

ONLY

afford what is already a low admission price.
In response to the issue of park use, the Festival is occupying a considerably smaller area of
the park this year. Nonetheless, in regards to for
the question of taking over Parkside's backyard
for the three-day affair, O'Neill insists, "It's
Portland's backyard."

$3.00!

F

ROM WITHIN THE FENCE, however, the
real difficulty of last year's Maine Festival
was not the fence, but the rain.
Slow attendance Friday was followed by allday downpours Saturday. The rain destroyed
banners and art installations, deflated inflatable stages and threw the performance schedule into chaos. Although Sunday's fair weather
brought the best single-day attendance ever,
the newly-settled Festival ended the weekend
more than $30,000 in the hole.
"Experiencing what we had always feared
was good for us," said O'Neill. She describes at
length the additional tents and awnings in place
this year, claiming that the Festival is now almost
rainproof.
What she doesn't mention is how the alreadysensitive process of choosing who will and who
won't perform is made all the more difficult by
the financial burdens hanging over their heads.
"Root source" criteria notwithstanding, if the
acts on stage don't draw enough people inside
the fence this year, the much-criticized move
may prove disastrous.
And so it comes as little surprise that no
evening will pass this weekend without a local
rock & roll band holding down the Maine Tent;
that those for whom an original dance by lantemlight has no romantic appeal can bang heads
with the Kopterz; that those who find "The Dark
Bob" too dark can tune out to Devonsquare.
"We're trying to get the local bands back,"
explains Graves. "We need to incorporate a
younger rock & roll audience into the mix."
Th "mix" is impressive. O'Neill seems to
. e
. .
rehsh the task of detaIlmg the new programs
(like the Maine Design Tent) with the "old" (like
the Traditional Arts Program). Graves seems
equally at home staging the Penobscot Indian
Dance Ensemble as the high-concept installation of Jerri Allyn's "Dining in America." From
Cynthia Thompson's fabric sculptures to Jody

Oberfelder-Riehm's "architectural dance," from
the "omnipop" of NRBQ to the old-time sounds
of the Moosetones, there is something for everyone.
(And there is a complete schedule on page 21.)
Graves describes the Festival experience as a
serendipitous one. "It's O.K. with us if you
come in with just one nam\! circled on your
program," he said. "You might discover new
things."
Proud parents that they are, the two steadfastly refused, as any parents would, to say
which of the children are their favorites and
which bring home the bacon. Graves would
only explain it this way, "the only way you can
be responsible to the arts is to do so in such a
way that you can keep on doing it."

B

UT LIKE A LL PARENTS, there does come

a time to let go.

And for Phyllis and Bau, this is it. After nine
and five years (respectively) with Maine Arts,
the two are leaving to form their own production management company, Perfonnance Productions. Their departure will perhaps signal
the final rite of passage for the adolescent Festival.
Though they will contract their services back
to Maine Arts for a year to ease the transition to
a new director, letting go is nonetheless difficult
for the meticulous duo.
"The idea isslowly seeping through my bod y,"
admitted O'Neill.
As it does, the Festival becomes as serendipitous for its parents as it already is for the rest of
us.
____-:-_ _ _,--_ _ _~-:-:-:--=_.---:Monte Paulsen wrote this account afthe Maine Festival,
with reporting by Steve Hamelman. Monte, who is edlto~of
Casco Bay Weekly, IS also writing "Release & Catch, a
comic opera for public relations people and frustrated
musicians.

1:15 -

2:45

Island Cruise
3:15 -

4:45

Harbor Cruise
7:00 -

9:00

Sunset Cruise

$1 OFF PER PERSON WIllI TIllS AD!
EXCUJDES LUNCII CRUISE

Fisherman's Wharf
Commercial Street, Portland, Maine
(207) 883-5456
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The Perfect Furniture
For the Spa Room

425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

Did you just build a new room with a hot tub?
LLoyd/Flanders makes the furniture you need ... Why?

774-2091

It resists moisture· No peeling and cracking
Weather resistant cushions. Fade resistant

Sandwich Platter

SUBS
FRIED DINNERS
rants in
the
Greater
Portland
often difficult
to decide where to eat.
Portland Dine Around. a
new concept in dining,
would like to make you part
of our story ...
The Old Port is known for
its fine restaurants. F.
Parker Reidy's. on Exchange Street serves
delicious steaks and
seafood while The Oyster
Club, on Middle Street,
features a great raw bar
and elegant dining downstairs. For seafood at its
freshest. Boone's, on
Custom House
Wharf overlooks
rustic Portland
harbor..
Just over
bridge in
South
Portland
lies
Peking
Garden which
offers fine Szechwan
and Polynesian delights.
Further down Main Street
lies John Martin's Merry
Manor. The Merry Manor
offers creative dinner
specials in
addition to their
great daily
menu.
Further South
along the coast,
in Saco lies J.R.
I' UliJlIlHgIIlll' S a
u~au~u. setting
overlooking the
Saco River, featuring steaks, chops,
seafood and live jazz on
weekends. The Wonderbar Restaurant, in
Biddeford, provides an
excellent atmosphere to
enjoy fresh
Maine
lobster,
steaks and
uniqu e
dessert creations.
Gorham
Station, north
of Portland,
serves excellent
food in a unique
. The
restored Gorham
Rail Road Station can
be found at 29 Elm
Street.
Horsefeathers at the
Crossing, on Route 302. in
North Windham offers a
new and exciting bill of fare
including chicken, beef and
seafood.
In Gray, The Rockaway
Carriage House Restaurant provides an exceptional dining experience
featuring delicious aged
beef and fresh native
seafood.
To be continued ...

-A delecttble assortment 0/ our salad
sandwiches. (runa CUJ7')'; Tuna M'cios~
Turkty Salad Supreme and Chicken
Pesta ) Served on a vanety o// i'nger roils.

Bon Appetite

8erves 12-1S
-7his Superb Tray includes: Turkf:!Y.,
Roast Be(j'; Ham & Cheese. Served with
a vanety 0/breads & spreads.

PASTA DINNERS

Other Buffet Platters Available

O

,--.
~LLoyd I.,FJ~,~rc~

COLD DRINKS

ur wicker comes in over 50 fabrics
with 12 frame colors to choose from.

TAKE-OUT

•••

Lake Region Furniture is the exclusive
LLoyd/Flanders dealer in Maine.
)---------1
1
I
1
1

Buy a large
sausage sandwich
at a regular price and
get a second free
with this coupon.
Limit 1 per customer

1
1

Offer expires 8/21/88

1
1

Lake Region
Casual Furniture
Casual Furniture that lasts ... for years
725 Roosevelt Trail (Rt.302), No. Windham, ME 04062
(207) 892-8363

1
1

1
1

1

I

1
1

'- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J

Tues & Thurs 9-7; Wed & Fri 9-5; Sat 9-4
Write or call for free brochure

PORTLAND'S UNDISCOVERED SHOPPING DISTRICT

D

THE PLAINS GALLERY
28 EXCHANGE STREET
207·774-7500

Artists' represented work in a variety of media
and offering alternative views of artistic expression
derived from the raw innocence of thew earth.
The works deal With legend and cultural background
or simply blend the elements of form and color as
eloquent statements of past and present.

r:I
g

416 FORE ST. • Man-Sun 7:30am-9pm • 774-4342

GERALDINE WOLF
ANTIQUE & ESTATE JEWELRY
26 MILK STREET
207-774-8994

Enjoy Maine ... FREE!

A.E. Runge, Jr.
Oriental Rugs

THE STEIN GALLERY
CONTEMPORARY GLASS
20 MILK STREET
207-772-9072

APPRAISELS· CLEANING • REPAIRS. PADS

The largest glass gallery in the northeast. features
the works of thirty . of the country's best known
youn\) and emerging galss artists. and includes
functional. scuptural and decorative pieces ,
showcasing a variety of techniques. shapes and styles .

The Photo Finish

Fine country and formal furniture . paintin\)s , oriental
rugs . textiles , and accessories . Open SIX days a
week
10am·6pm
or
by
ap pointment
Always buying and selling.

Maine's only exclusive custom
black and white processing lab.

WELLIN GARDINER FINE ARTS
4 1/2 MILK STREET
207-774-1944
Specializing in :
Copying old and faded photographs

Distinctive interior design and fine
accessories for the home.

the merit of your own work,"
advises Madison Smartt Bell,
Stonecoast faculty member and
fiction instructor at the now
legendary Iowa Writer's Workshop at the Uni versity of Iowa.
Bell and the full faculty were
speaking on a panel discussion
on marketing poetry and fiction.
"Patience is the one virtue
you've got to have," continued
Robly Wilson Jr., a recent Guggenheim Fellow and the editor
of "The North American Review," a literary publica tion out
of the University of Northern
Iowa where he teaches. "There
is a lot of caprice in the publishing world, but you must remember to remain honest and
to write for yourself. If you- try
and write for the markets instead of writing how you truly
feel, you will be prostituting
yourself."
Maine writer Carolyn Chute
is one Stonecoast graduate who
took advice such as Wilson's to
heart. What she wrote for herself earned her Ii terary fame in
1984 with the publication of
liThe Beans of Egypt, Maine."
Chute's
second
novel,
"Letourneau's Used Auto
Parts," was just released this
spring. The fonner Stonecoast
student is now Stonecoast faculty member. Just as her success hasn'tcaused her to change
her taste in clothing, she hasn't
seemed to have forgotten how
important - actually, how ineluctable - it is for a writer to
remain true to her craft.
"I get a lot of letters from

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MILK STREET ANTIQUES
8 MILK STREET
207·773-8288

CANDICE THORNTON INTERIORS
2 MILK STREET
207-761·2711

Where -w-anna-bees -w-rite

It's the Stonecoast Writer's
Conference. It's eleven days of
workshops, lectures, panel discussions and readings all focused on the rarely lucrative,
often misunderstood, sometimes mystifying career of writing.
It's where the wanna-be,
closet scribbling night auditor
at the Holiday Inn who has just
learned what a query letter and
a
SASE are comes and rubs
. ;. :; :~'; .
':' .::: :..;.:: -, ' :
elbows with the novelist with
the two-book contract under his
ann. It's the place that gives
you the time and the space to
actually look the job of writing
square in the jaw, the place that
gives you encouragement, the
..... ~
place that gave us Carolyn
11::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;::;:::;:;1 C hut e.
Most writer's conferences can
be characterized as something
between a political convention
and a draft pick. They're places
to go to shake hands with the
greats, to drop your name often
enough in their ears so that they
might remember you; they're
also places where literary
you've been
agents sometimes hang out to
thinking about purchasing
pluck promising, new stars
a fine oriental TUI?' visit A. E.
from the muddled firmament
Runge while you re in Maine.
of obscurity.
The money you save may well pay
Not so Stonecoast. It's a place
for your trip! Maine for free!
to truly explore the craft of
writing and to get your hands
familiar with the nuts and bolts
of the ridiculously arbitrary
business of book publishing.
"Don't let what publishers are
106 Main Street, Yarmouth, Maine 04096 • (207) 846-9000
marketing these days reflect on
HOURS: Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00 (Other hours by appointment)
" , ......:.
..
: ::::

If

You are invited to view our extensive collection
of fine antique and estate Jewelry. plus a handpicked
selection of contemporary jewelry and antiques.
Look for the peach awning .

EI

BECOME A CONTENDER

,-

Showing 18th and 19th century decorative prints.
with an emphasis on arch itectural. botan ical
and sporting subjects.

Look for more information
and recommendations
from Portland Dine Around,
or write us at: Portland Dine
Around, P.O. Box 15233,
Portland, ME 04101.

by Thomas A. Verde

serves 12-1S

Black and white processing and printing

n

HOBE SOUND GALLERIES NORTH
. . . 1 MILK STREET
207-773-2755
Portl and's leading presenter of
contemporary an .

r.I

THE CONSERVSATORY
. . . 5 MILK STREET
207·744-3832
This del ightful store offers a b lend of
the whimsical, practical. and sofisticated , for the ardent gardener or
anyone who enjoys lovely things.

Internegativesl B&W prints from colored slides

10 Exchange St. , Rm. 207 • Ponland. Mame 04101 • (207)761·5861
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Madison Smartt Bell

people asking me how I decided to be a writer. Decide!,"
she says with a laugh. "That's
like asking someone when did
they decide to be mentally ill."
Chute defends the value of
Stonecoast by simply describing her devotion to her fonner
teacher and current colleague,
Stonecoast Director Ken Rosen.
"When I'm working and
working away at something
and I finally get it right, I think
immediately to myself, 'How
. would Ken like that?' You
always look to your instructor,
you see, for that inspiration.
You want to do it and get it
right for him. It's something
that stays with you long after
you leave Stonecoast."
So, what do we have at the
end of eleven days and a $285
tuition fee? Inspiration, encouragement, infonnation, insight,
instruction. Not a bad list.
Stonecoast is to the poor soul
who writes what the movie
"Rocky" might have been to
the annchair athlete of the midseventies - a powerful shot in
the arm and an inducement to
get up a little earlier in the
morning and run those extra
miles it takes to tax your abilities until they work for you.
Who knows? With time, you
may even be a contender.
Thomas A. Verde is a snot-faced
Portland writer who says the publish·
ing world hasn't seen the last of his
twice-rejected novel.

Complete schedule of performances at The Maine Fest·val on page 21.
The red and green flags
are flying and there will be
lots of pizza and other
Italian treats to eat. An Old
. There's music for every
All artists start someWorld celebration and the
taste today.
where. The Portland Muoldest ethnic celebration of
seum of Art is offering a
There's plenty of variety
its kind in the area, the
watercolor workshop for
on the Festival Stage at the Festival of St. Rocco takes
parents and children today Maine Festival, opening
place this weekend at St.
from 2-3:30 pm and is open today at 12 noon. You will Peter's Church on Munjoy
hear folk-rock legend
Hill. With the traditional
to children ages 7 to 12
Richie
Havens at 2:40 and
attempt to climb the greasy
~~ with a parent.
6:40, The Persuasions at
pole, a variety of games,
The cost of
1:20 and 8:00, and Roomful pizza, calzone and a spathe workshop
of
Blues at 4:00 and 9:20.
ghetti dinner, there is
is $5 for members,
But
if
you
want
to
put
off
something
for everyone.
$7 non-members.
the
crowds
for
one
more
and
tomorrow, 3:30Today
register, call the muday
...
seum at 775-6148.
Alliance Francaise presI you're looking for
Do you have an opinion
ents
a 27-voice chorale from something low key and
about what's happening in
France, Ensemble Vocal
intimate, head south to
the downtown business
Patrick
Marco.
The
touring
Neddick Park off
Cape
district - do you like it or
group
will
be
stopping
in
River
Rd, which is right off
hate it? This evening the
Portland
on
its
way
from
Rt
1
in
Cape Neddick
director of the Department
and
Quebec
to
Montreal
(drive
down
before it gets
of Planning and Urban
Boston.
Aren't
we
lucky
dark
to
avoid
getting lost).
Development, Joseph E.
we're
on
the
road
between
Folk star Tom Paxton plays
Gray, wants to hear what
these cultural hubs? The
tonight under the stars in
you think about commerensemble's
performance
park designed for
this
cial development in Portprogram
varies
but
works
acoustic
sounds. Showtime
land. The Downtown
by
the
group
performed
is
8
pm.
Tickets
are $12 in
Planning Forum continues
include,
Mozart's
"Ave
advance,
$14
at
the
gate.
at the Portland Public
Verum,"
La
Partenza"
and
For
information,
call
363Library. The discussion
"Giovanni
Liete,"
Gabriel
4139.
begins at 4 pm and the
Faure's "Madrigal" and
public is encouraged to
"Cantique de Jean Racine."
attend.
Showtime is 7:30 pm at the
Catherine McAuley High
School Auditorium in
Portland. Tickets are $3, $1
for seniors and students.
Rhythm. Bim Ska La Bim
The Queen is in her court.
play at the Tree Cafe, 45
Queen
Ida's Bon Temfs
Danforth in Portland. Even
Zydeco
Band is one 0 the
their name has rhythm.
Remember ska, that British- headliners today at the
Maine Festival. Zydeco is a
born, reggae-influenced
blend
of country blues,
punk music of the ear1y
Cajun
and Creole music.
'80s? It's back. A tasty relic.
Grammy Award-winner
Queen Ida is the first female Zydeco band leader
and one of the best - male
or female - around. She
will play this afternoon at
2:40 on the Festival Stage
and tonight at 8:40 in the
World Traditions Tent. But
the Queen isn't the only
Blues and jazz take the
one reigning at the Festival.
stage at the Maine Festival
today. Blues guitarist
Clarence "Gatemouth"
Brown plays the Festival
stage at 4 pm and in the
World Traditions Tent at
8:40 pm. Mamma Tongue
Texas blues
plays fusion as it should be
played by one
played (jazz fused with
of the greatest.
Dorothy Parker's wit
something other than pop
Grammy Award
comes
on strong in "The
. rock, making the jazz more
Ten-Year
Lunch: The Wit
winning Clarence
palatable to the unitiated)
and Legend of the Algon"Gatemouth" Brown
in the World Traditions
quin
Round Table" tonight
Tent at 3:20 and on the
headlines at
on
the
American Masters
Festival Stage at 5:20.
The Maine Festival
on
MPBN television.
series
Saturday...

l°fm.
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This documentary won the
Academy Award in 1987
for Best Feature Documentary. Don't miss it (that's
what you bought a VCR
for).
History on Cousins Island. "A Brief Moment of
Glory: Maine's Clipper
Ships" is the title of a lecture being given by director
of the Spring Point Museum Nicholas Dean. Dean
recently accompanied the
return of the bow of the
"Snow Squall" from the
Falkland Islands, where
this Maine clipper ship ran
aground in 1864. The ship
is currently being partially
restored at the Spring Point
Museum in South Portland.
Tonight's lecture is being
cosponsored by the Cousins and Littlejohns Islands
Improvement Association
with the Yarmouth Historical Society. At the Cousins
Island Community House,
7:30 pm. Free.

If the modern world is too
much for us of late, there
are a two events on stage
which will bring us back to
the 19th century for the
evening.
"Bitter Sweet," the British-American musical
classic from the '30s, opens
at the Maine State Music
Theater tonight in Brunswick. The romantic love
story is set in Paris at the
turn of the century. The
heroine Sarah goes from
rags to riches to rags again,
but all's well that ends well
(Whoops! That's Elizabethan). "Bitter Sweet" continues through August 28.
Showtime is 8 pm, Tuesday
through Saturday with 2
pm matinees on Wednesday, Friday and Sunday.
Tickets are $10-$19. For
reservations and ticket
information, call 725-8769.
The Victoria Society
presents the Hutchinson
Family Singers aboard the
Longfellow n. The group
presents a "living history"
portrayal of the celebrated
Hutchinson Family, who
toured the nation throughout the 19th century and
performed in Portland in
1844 and 1862. The cruise
will depart from Long

Wharf in Portland at 7:30
pm. Tickets are $25 which
includes the cruise, the
concert and a light sandwich supper. Tickets are
available through the
Victoria Society at 772-4841.

Folk Music. Caribbeanborn Joan Armatrading
performs tonight at the
Civic Center. Her latest
album "Sleight of Hand"
was entirely written, arranged and produced by
Armatrading. Showtime is
7:30 pm. Tickets are $16.50
in advance and $17.50 on
the day of the show. and
are available at the Civic
Center Box Office and
through Ticketron and
Teletron.
Maine's favorite local
folk, Schooner Fare, plays
at the bandstand at Mill
Creek Park in South Portland at 7 pm. Free.

sponding to Chaos" tonight
at the Theater of Fantasy,
50 Danforth Street in Portland. The characters she
plays range from a punkrock beautician to a fast
talking feminist. Her most
popular character is "Sophie," a portrayal of an
elderly Jewish grandmother with a heart of gold
and a memory for every
occaslon. Performances
tonight and tomorrow at 8
pm. Tickets are $8, $5 for
seniors and children under
12.
Oxford County Bluegrass
Festival is happening this
weekend at the Fairgrounds off Route 26 on the
Oxford-Norway line. There
are 10 bands scheduled to
play: Smokey Green, Kennebec Valley Boys, Berkshire Mountain Bluegrass,
Green Mountain Bluegrass,
Fort Knox Volunteers,
Sandy River Ramblers,
Danville Junction Boys,
Black Mountain Boys and
Blistered Fingers. Ticket

The late Lowell George of
Little Feat called Glen
Phillips the "most amazing
guitarist I've ever seen."
George and others have
known that Phillips is one
of the country's best. Phillips, featured on the cover
of Guitar Player
magazine, has known
fame, but has not
achieved the commercial success of other
rock and roll Ulll;'lI~ldl
This doesn't bother
Phillips any. He'd
happily forfeit notoriety for complete
artistic control. You
can hear his
respected rock and
roll guitar at the
Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth Street in
Portland.

Judi th Sloan, actress and
comedienne, puts on her
one-woman show "Re-

THE-MOVIES '.
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Listen to the New Age sound of Soft
Passages this Saturday and every
Saturday from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Only on WHOM FM 95.

~

WfU·SAT 7 9
SAT.SUN MAT I
PORTLAND PREMIERE

AUG . 17-21

R

PERSOUL R\leES
THIS WEEK ONLY. AUG. 11·18

50¢

You only have to travel as
far as Brunswick to get the
feel of the Scottish Highlands at the 10th Annual
Maine Highland Games.
The games are organized
by the St. Andrews Society,
a nonprofit organization
which raises funds foi
American students to study
in Scotland and Scottish
students to study here.
There will be dancing and
piping competitions, the
tossing of the caber and
sheaf. Lots of Scottish food
and entertainment. The
games will be at Thomas
Point Beach, 8 am-4 pm. $6.

....... .... ..... .

AUG 10 14
MAINE'

prices vary, depending on
how long you want to stay
- most of bands will be
playing all three days - $6
for an evening, $20 for all
three days. For ticket information, call 743-2905.

Off~';~THlSAD

GOOD FOR ONE DISCOUNT ONLY
10 Exchan St. Portland
772·

SOFT

pASSAGES

~ ! l:!:£f¥j

Ez95FM
WHOM
SOFT AND EASY

6I25!Jf

DOWN EAST
The
finest quality
handcrafted
futons
to be found
in the state of Maine

•••

775-1384

Live in Concert!
From NYC

Best in
Custom Audio
Classic Cars and Boats
4P

THE FLESHTONES
with
THE HOLY BONES

RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES
AND OTHER "BAD HABITS'
AT PRICES YOU SHOULD
HAVE BEEN PAYING

Friday, Aug. 19
7:30 pm ALL AGES 10:30 pm 21 & OVER
Tlck.ts S7 In aeIY_. $8 at _ door
Avallabl. at Ent.rprl_ Reconts, Cumberland Electronic. _

•••

ZOOTZ

10 EXCHANGE ST. • 773·1310
HOURS: MaN-SAT 1G-9. SUN 12-{)

631 Bridgton Road
US Route 302
Westbrook. Maine

797·5720

classlc rock • top 40
new muslc
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jewel thieves successfully steal
some diamonds but nobody in the
team has any intention of sharing
the spoils with the others. + recommends .. . (A). At the Maine Mall
Cinemas: 12:45, 3, 5:10, 7:25,
9:40.
Mac and Me E.T. rip-off with a
cameo appearance by Ronald
MacDonald (PG). At the Nickelodeon: 1:40, 3:45, 7:30, 9:40.

Bambi is back for the summer with
some of Wa~ Disney's best animation (G). At the Maine Mall Cinemas: I , 2:45.
i'%1.li.iiU II \
Big A 12-year old wishes he were
big and his dream comes lrue. Tom
Hanks plays a boy set loose in a
man 's body who takes the corporate toy world by storm. Also starring Elizabeth Perkins and Aobert
loggia. +reccommends ... (PG) .
At the Maine Mall Cinemas : I ,
3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40.
Big Top Pee Wee Pee Wee is
back. If you like Pee Wee you will
probably like the movie (PG). At
Cinema City: 7, 9 with weekend
mats at I , 3.
Blob If things aren't sticky enough
already ... (A). At the Nickelodeon:
9:30 and at Cinema City: 7:15,
Midnight Run With Aobert
9:15 with weekend mats at 1 '15
3:15.
. ,
DeNiro and Charles Grodin. EveryBull Durham Baseball and sex.
one's after Grodin and DeNiro
'iiilliil~ Susan Sarandon has a metaphysic helps him to escape. DeNiro's performance is said to be one of his
i.
of baseball wh ich she shares with
best in years - not a mere cameo
minor league rookies in exchange
appearance (A). At the Maine Mall
for sexual favors. Kevin Costner
Cinema: 4:30, 7, 9:30.
shares his wisdom for cash when
he can get it. +recommends ... (A) Monkey Shines Blood, guts and
At the Nickelodeon: 1:10, 3 :20,
gore (A). At Cinema City: 9:15 with
7:30,9 :50.
weekend mats at 3:15.
Caddyshack II Chevy Chase is
back
in
the
sequel
to
"Caddyshack," which was itself a
rip-off of "Animal House" with
What's Where
grown-up frat boys this tim~ . How
Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
many times are we expected to
854-9116
laugh at this stuff? (PG) At Cinema
Monkey Shines.
Caddyshack II.
City: 7:15 with weekend mats at
Big Top Pee Wee .
1:15.
Vibes. The Blob.
Clean and Sober A.A. - The
The Rescue .
Movie. Michael Keaton stars in this
Evening Star
story of an young coke addict and
Tontine Mall, Main St., Brunswick
alcoholic's struggle to clean up his
729 -5486
White Mischief.
act (A). At the Nickelodeon: I,
3:30, 7:10, 9:40.
Maine Mall Cinemas
Cocktail Tom Cruise stars in this
Maine Mall Rd .• S Portland
774-1022
movie with a plot reminiscent of
A Fish Called Wanda .
"The Color of Money." An older,
Cocktail. Die Hard.
experienced bartender shows
Coming to America .
Who
Framed Roger Rabbit.
Cruise the tricks of the trade and
Big. Bambi.
Midnight Run.
;);il;;11!i~!1!'.,1 Cruisll makes his way to the top
pouring drinks. Yet the inevitable
Nickelodeon
happens and Cruise falls in love
Temple and Middle. Portland
and once again he disappoints his
772-9751
mentor (A). At the Maine Mall CinBull Durham.
Young
Guns. Tucker.
emas: I, 3, 5, 7:15, 9:20.
Mac and Me.

;:1 ;,.: : 3

Squire Morgan's
eating & drinking saloon
46 Market Street, Portland • 774-5246
in Portland's

Dos Locos offers a

full m eals and a full bar, all at reasonable prices.
TAKE-OUT available.

LUNCH MaN-SAT
DINNER EVERY NIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK
92 Exchange St., Portland 775-6267

expert trait
to thrill. and adventure,
To put your event on the right path,
contact Usting. E<itor Ann Sitomer
at 187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 04102You mISt reach Ann by the Thursday
prior to the week in which you
want y_ listing to appear.

775.6601

Die Hard Bruce Willis plays an
off-duty cop who finds himself in a
building that has been captured by
terrorists (A). At the Maine Mall
Cinemas: 1:15, 4, 7:10, 9:45.
The Family A film by Italian director Ettore Scola that docu ments the trials and tribulations of
a family over 80 years. Academy
nominee for best foreign film (PG).
At The Movies: Aug 10-12 at 7,
9:30. Aug 13 at I, 7, 9:30. Aug 14

al1.
A Fish Called Wanda This is a
funny movie and if you can't laugh
at it there is something wrong with
you. Even this frazzled staff got a
kick out of it. Fantastic performances by Jamie Lee Curtis,
Kevin Kline and John Cleese. Four

Welcome to Squire Morgan's.
We are proud to say everything we serve
is made fresh, dally on the premises. Our
beef is roasted and sliced in our kitchen, our
turkey is sliced fresh off the bird, our ham is
baked and our tuna salad is made fresh to order.
There is always a fresh batch of bread and rolls
baked every morning and our soups and gravies
are prepared fresh dally as well. We invite you
to come in and enjoy.

_

The Seamen's Club
1 Exchange Street

COME CELEBRATE
NEW MAINE ART
Thursday, August 18 • 5-8PM
classic rock • top 40 • new music

NOW OPEN
thursday-saturday
nites
through labor day
d.]. and daneln'

Free reception open to the public
: :: :: .:: .:. i! :

::~.
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fr esh s hu c k e d oyster s, clams and
h ot h o rs d 'oeuvres ~hile vie~in g e x c iting ne~
'Work b y f e ature d Maine artists:
Sutton Troul, Wolcott D o d ge , Diane Bo'Wie Zaitlin,
Lisa Dombeck , Dan M e rriam, Joan W oo d ,
Dennis F o urnier and A b i Spring

•••

29 exchange st.

,<

Coming to America Eddie
Murphy plays a rich prince from a
mythical kingdom who comes to
aueens in search of a bride. Also
starring Arsenio Hall (R). At the
Maine Mall Theaters: 1:30, 4, 7,
9:25.
Dark Eyes Marcello Mastrianni
stars in this film about a love affair
between two unhappily married
people. Mastroianni gives one of
his best performances in years. At
The Movies: Aug 13 at 3:15; Aug
14 at 3:15, 7, 9; Aug 15-16 at 7,
9:15.

by Althea Kaye

""

varied Mexican m enu, comple te with appetizers,

• • •

t8'EIFi::lJ

o

Old Port,

Exhibition
will be on view during
regular dining hours through September 20

Genuine
Handmade
Rugs from
China
and
India.

Clean and Sober.
The Blob.The Rescue.

The Movie.
10 Exchange. Portland
772-9600
Dark Eyes. The Family.
Personal Services.

• • •

Personal Services Ever wonder
what a British brothel might be
like? Julie Waters, who starred in
"Educating Aita," is wonderful in
this movie about a waitress who
works her way into the brothel
business. +recommends .. . (R). At
The Movies : Aug 17-19 at 7,9; Aug
20 at I, 7. 9; Aug 21 at 1.
The Rescue Army brats play
"Rambo" in North Korea (PG). At
the Nickelodeon: 1:30, 3:40, 7:20.
Tucker Francis Ford Coppola's
new film starring Jeff Bridges as
Tucker, who designs the "Tucker
Torpedo," a car ahead of its time,
and the big wigs in Detroit aren 't
too happy about it (PG). At the
Nickelodeon : 1 :30, 3:40, 7:10,
9 :30.
Vibes Cindi Lauper and Jeff Goldblum star in this movie about the
sixth sense (PG). At Cinema City:
7:15, 9: 15 with weekend mats at
1:15, 3:15.
White Mischief Eng lish colonials in Kenya commit murder,
adultery and other despicable
acts. + recommends .. . Not the
acts, but the movie (A). At the
Evening Star (call for times).
Who Framed Roger Rabbit?
Bob Hoskins plays the cheap detective hired to help Aoger Aabbit
find out who has really murdered
the big man of Toon Town. Poor
Aoger's been framed (PG). At the
Maine Mall Cinemas: 12:45, 2:55,
5, 7:10, 9:20.
Young Guns The boys in the
Brat Pack (Emilio Estevez, et al)
make a western (A). At the Nickelodeon: 1:20, 3:30, 7:20, 9:30.

~ORE.++

SATURDAY 8/13

Rigamarole
SUNDAY 8/14

799-2000

Mark Fathom

Millcreek Shopping Center, 50 Market Street So. Portland

BACK FROM EUROPE! The Headless Horsemen 8/19

OPEN Mon-Wed and FTi 9:30-5 Thurs. 9:30-8 Sat. 9:00-5

Ori,'ntai Rug Retailers of America Member

60 MINUTE

PHOTO INC.

SI

You need it yesterday. We'll have itforyou tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13". Your
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut vinyl
lettering. Whatever your signage needs. Tomorrow.
That fast.

Photography Service for
Amateurs & Professionals

781-5464
243 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

COM PAN Y

$SOO OFF PURCHASE OF $5(pl OR MORE
37 Ocean Street
South Portland, Maine 04106
767·2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
Portland, Maine 04101
761·2882 Debbie Dolan

RAw,

VIRGIN FOOD.

Wild blues
I like them naked.
Raw. Virgin.
Plucked straight from the
bush in the barren, as it were.
Oh, I'll eat them drowned in
heavy cream or suffocated in a
glistening, gooey sauce,
crowded under a blanket of,
preferably, flaky pastry.
I'll also accept them concentrated in a freshly-baked muffin which I'll moisten with
melting sweet butter, to be
washed down with a strong cup
of black coffee while watching
the sun rise over Casco Bay.
And I've had them as a cooked
fruit topping in bowls of ice
cream - but this is a combination which really doesn't do
justice to either of the two ingredients.
If you haven't figured out
what it is I am referring to, then
I know you haven't tasted one
of Maine's gifts to summer. A
gift that helps lighten the insufferable dog days of August.
I talk of blueberries.
Summer in Maine means differentthings to different people.
To some it is the horrifying, but
self-causing, situation of running a hotel with non-paying
guests. To others, it is the easy,
carefree life of sun (in the Pine
Tree State this could be considered wishful thinking), sand,
sail ana sea; a respite from the
other 50 weeks or so of toil. To
you it may be the season to
bitch about all those out-of-state
cars hogging all the parking
places, about inefficient service
in restaurants.
To me, however, summer in
Vacationland is the thorny
pleasure of picking wild blueberries, eating more of the harvest than collecting it.
When I talk of blueberries, I
do not mean the big, beautiful,
deep-purple-almost-black,
perfectlyfonnedfruitsthatpass
for blueberries. When I think of
blueberries I dream of what is
known amongst us aficionados

as Maine's Wild Blues, a tenn
which, when I first heard it, I
thought it was the name of a
Maine rock band.
late my first blueberry a scant
four years ago when a neighbar took pity on a foreigner
from away renting a cottage at
an inbred summer colony of
seven houses somewhere
Down East. She arrived at the
back door swinging a dented
blue-flecked iron pot from a
rusted handle.
"Want to corne pick blueberTies?" she asked. It was more of
a statement than an invitation.
We threaded our way in pure
Yankee silence (a situation
unfamiliar to me then) the half
mile through a copse to a thorny
patch of low bushes hugging
some big boulders. My neighbor set down her pot and squatted. I followed suit. It was only
then I saw the blueberries
peeking out from between their
leaves. Frost's description carne
to mind: " .. _ like jewels ... a
vision for thieves."
We picked. Or rather, she
picked. late. I got dive-bombed
by mosquitos. I ate. I got
scratched on my legs. I ate. And
ate.
Ever since then I have had a
passion for these small, misshapen wild blues. There is
something inherently Maine and summer - about winnowingouttheleaves,theoddtwig,
an unripened red berry from a
morning's harvest. Put a heavy
handful in your mouth and let
them linger on your tongue a
moment or two. Close your
eyes. Now, crush them and let
the juice squirt against your
your palate and revel in happiness of summer.
A year or two later, at another
cottageonanotherMaineshore,
on the way horne from picking
(I now collected almost as much
as I ate while picking), I tried to
swing my bucket of berries. I
had seen a gaggle of children
smoothly arcing the air with
their berry-full baskets. The
berries stayed put, even while
the buckets were upside down,
overhead. Anns rotating like a
windmill, they epitomized the

joy of youthfulness on an August day.
I swung my bucket as I had
seen the children do. Out front,
overhead ... and got showered
with blueberries. The fruits I
had so painstakingly picked the
last two hours were now rolling around and away from me.
I broke out laughing at my silliness: a grown woman trying to
act like a child on summer
vacation. That incident, however, did teach me one thing.
When picking berries, eat as
you go along - for you never
know what will happen to your
harvest.
When the first cultivated
blueberries carne out on the
market shelves early this year I
picked up a cardboard container. It had been a long winter
and I guess I wanted the is-itever-going-to-arrive summerifnotexternally, then internally.
The blueberries were gorgeous. But one taste of them
and I felt betrayed_ Highbush
blueberries are like a woman
made beautiful by an expert
hand at the makeup table but
with no substance under the
canvas. I was glad I had good
incisors; the skin was tough and
unyielding. Oh, they were
meaty all right. But they were
bland. They gave no sunburst
to my mouth as did their native
cousins, the wild blues. And so
what blueberry is part of the
enjoyment of eating nature's
late summer gift.
I grew up in the shadow of
Burmese temples with intricate
pagoda-style roofs. As a child, I
played along the banks of the
Rangoon river. All this sounds
exciting and exotic and
unusual. But there are some
distinct disadvantages to that
sort of childhood.
For instance. One comes to
experience Maine's wild blueberries ra ther la te in life.
A wicked shame, don't you
think?
Althea Kaye is a freelance writer
who lives in Toronto and South
Harpswell, and who eats better than
you do.
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+blues
To ••t .... Aug 11 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773~886.
B I 0 c k y • r d Aug 11-14 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach. 9349285.
Th. Look Aug 11-13 at Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 774-1093.
St.v. How.1I .nd Th. Wolv••
Aug 12-13 at the Marble Bar, 51 York,
Portland. 773-5516.
R.lndog • • nd the Ultr.viol.t.
Aug 13 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danlorth,
Portland. 774-1441 .
L.ughing Bon •• - Grateful Dead
style dance band. Aug 14 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portfand . $3. 7741441.
Red He.ven Aug 16 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard Beach. 934-9285.
CI.n Phillip. - world acclaimed rock
guitarist. Aug 18 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
Sunshln. Aug 18-21 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard Beach. 934-9285 .
A.ro.mlth Aug 19, 7:30 pm at The
Ball Park in Old Orchard Beach . TIckets
$19.50. For ticket information, call 7753331.
".n.on. Aug 19-20 at the Dry Dock,
84 Commerciaf, Portland. 774-3550.
St.v. How.1I .nd th. Wolv••
Aug 19-20 at the Marble Bar, 51 York,
Portland. 773-5516.
Sting Aug 20, 7:30 pm at The Ball Park
in Old Orchard Beach. TIckets $19.50.
For ticket information, call 775-3331 .

R.d Light R.vu. plays swing and
r&b every Wednesday at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. For more information
call 773~86.
'
Mr. Thing .nd the Prof••• lon.1
Human B.lnp Aug 12-13 Funk and
r&b at the Dry Dock, 84 Commercial,
Portland. 774-3550.
N.i1 .nd hi. Nit.Lif•• Aug 13 at
Aaoul's, 865 Forest, Portfand. 7741441.
Red Light R.vu. plays aboard the
longfellow Cruise line Aug t 3 at 7:30
and 10 pm. Tickets are $10-$12.50.
long Wharf. 774-3578.
Scoll
R.lch.rdt
Croupblues/jazz/rock fusion, Aug 17 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Por~and. $2
774-1441.
Eight To Th. B.r Aug 18 at Raouls,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
P....u.d.... Aug 18-20 at Moose Alley ,
46 Market, Portland. 774-1093.

Rockin' C.org. L.h Aug 19-20 at
Raouls, 865 Forest, Portland. 7736886.
Blu.. ".m every Monday night at
Raouls, 865 Forest, Portland. 7736886.

+reggae
Regg •• D.nc. P.rty every Sunday
night with Dani Tribesmen at Raoul's
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
'
Bim Sk. L. Bim Aug 12. Ska at Ihe
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441.
Toot. .nd th. M.ytal. Biggest
reggae show of the week, Aug 16 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441.
Rockln' Vibr.tion. Aug 20 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441.

dancing+
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland.Thu, new
music. Fri-Sat, eclectic dance mix .
Sun, ballroom dancing - jitterbugging,
cha cha, mambo; inslruction, 5-6 pm,
dancing 6-9 pm. Sun , from 9 pm, request Night. Mon, Blue Monday - chem
free dancing to rap, funk. Wed, chem
free dancing to new wave. 773-8187.
Exchang. Club, 29 Exchange, Portland. OJ and dancing Thursday through
Sunday. Now showing music videos .
773-0500.
Tr •• C.f., 45 Danforth, Portfand.
Dance Party Mondays at 8 pm. No
cover. 774-1441.

Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501.
Tom Dyhrb.rg Aug 12-13 at Barnhouse Tavern, Rt 35, N Windham. 892Summ.r Organ Conc.rt Aug 12.
2221.
Susan Armstrong-Ouelette. Music of
Tom P.xton Aug 13. Cape Nedick
Sowerby, Verdi, Bach, and Vidor. City
Park on Aiver Rd in Cape Nedick.
Hall AUditorium, Portland. Showtime is
Showtlme is 8 pm. Tickets $12 in ad12 noon. Donations Appreciated.
vance, $14 at the gate. For more inforSponsored by the Friends of
mation, call 363-4139.
Kotzschmar Organ.
D.vld Napollt.no Aug 12-13 at AIIi.nc. Francal •• presents the
Freeport Horsefeathers, RI 1. 856Ensemble Vocal Patrick Marco Aug 12.
4005.
27-vOIC9 chorale from France. Music of
St.n Moell.r Aug 16 at HorseMozart, Faure, Offenbach . Catherine
leathers, 193 Middle, Portland. 773McAuley High School Auditorium 631
3501 .
Stevens Ave in Portland. Showti';'e is
H.rv.y Reid & Bri.n Silber Aug 17
7:30 pm. Tickets $3 and $1 for stuat Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland .
dents and seniors. For more
773-3501.
information, call 871-1014.
Curt B •••• tt. Aug 17, 5-7 pm at
Roalland Mohnsen performs organ
Freeport Horseleathers, Rt I . 856musIC of Bach , Langlais, Guilmant and
4005. Aug 11 and 18, 5-7 pm at HorseMatthews. Aug 16, 8 pm at City Hall
leathers, 193 Middle , Portland . 773Aud,tOrium In Portland . Donations
3501.
apprecoated. Sponsored by the Friends
Schooner F.r. Aug 17, 7 pm at Mill
of the Kotzschmar Organ .
Creek Park in S Portland. Free. For Hutchin.on Family Sing.r.
more information, call 799-7996.
aboard Longfellow Cruise Lines. Aug
, Who Know. Aug 18 at Horsefeathers
16, 7:30 pm . Concert presented by the
193 Middle, Portland. 773-3501.
'
Victoria Society. Boat departs from
K.vin Dol.n & D.v. Arm.trong
Long. Wharf in Portland. Tickets are $25
Aug 19-20 at Horsefeathers, 193 Midand Indude the concert, cruise and a
dle, Por~and. 773-3501.
sandWIch supper. For more information
Dougla.. CI.gg Aug 19-20 at
call 772-4841.
'
Freeport Horsefeathers, Rt 1. 8564005.
Arthur W.bster Aug 19-20 at the
Barnhouse Tavern, Rt 35, N Windham.
892-2221.

folk +acoustic
Oxford County Bluegr... F •• tlv.1 Aug 19-21 at the Fairgrounds, At
26, Oxford/Norway. Shows begin at 6
pm on Friday. TIckets $6-$20 dependIng on how long you plan to stay. For
more inlormation, call 743-2905.
Scott Fol.om Aug 11 at Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
D.n Hick. Aug 11. Hicks, lormally of
the Hot licks, plays with his new band
the Acoustic Warriors at the Tree Cafe
45 Danforth, Por~and. 7 4-1441.
'
Arthur W.b.t.r Aug 11 at Freeport
Horselealhers, Rt 1. 856-4005.
Tom Pirozzoli Aug 11 at Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland. 7733501. Aug 18 at Freeport Horsefeathers, Rt 1. 865-4005.
Azt.c Two-Step Aug 12 at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Cath.rin. D.vld Duo Aug 12-13 at

+classical

by Mike Quinn

Thurs. 8.11

Dan Hicks
Fri. 8.12

Sat. 8.13

Rain Dogs &
mtraviolets

Friday, Aug.12

CAMPING DEFINED:

Sun. 8.14

AZTEC TWO·STEP

Laughing Bones
Dead Style Dance Party

with special guest
Peter Gallway

The sport of living

Man. 8.15

Dance Mix·no cover
+jazz
B.II.my J.zz plays aboard the
longfellow Cruise line Aug 11 at 7:30
pm, Aug 18 at 7:30 and 10 pm. Tickets
are $10-$12.50. long Wharf. 774-3578.
Roy.1 Riv.r Philh.rmonic J.zz
plays aboard the longfellow Cruise line
Aug 12, 19-20 at 7:30 and 10 pm.
Tickets are $10-$12.50. Long Wharf.
774-3578.
.10. McGov.rn Qu.rt.t with
H.rb Pomroy Aug 14 at 4:30. Horsefeathers, 193 Middle. Portland. 7733501.

festive+
Portland Community ChorUs Aug
11. A selection of songs from around
the world at the Phinney Bandstand in
Gorlham . Showtime is 7 pm. Free. For
more information, call 839-8144.
Portl.nd Community Chorus Aug
16, 6:30 pm at Deering Oaks Park in
PorHand. Free. For more information
call 775-5451x3oo.
'

The Shouting Stage

'fues. 8.16

Toots and the Maytals
Portl.nd PI.y.... are looking for volunteers to help type new subscriber
cards and update the old following a
telephone drive. People with typing and
filing ability and attention to detail are
needed. Evenings and weekends durIng Aug and Sap. For more information
call the Center for Voluntary Action ai
874-1015.
Th. F.mal. Odd Coupl. by Neil
Simon. Aug 11-13 at the Thomas Inn
and Playhouse in S Casco. Showtime is
8:15 pm. Tickets $10. For more information, call 655-3292.

Neil's new band!

Scott Reichardt·
blues jazz rock fusion

NEIL

and his
NIGHTLIFES

Thurs. 8.18

Brand new and red hot!

Glen Phillips.
guitarist extraordinaire!

EVERY SUNDAY: DANI TRIBESMEN
EVERY SUNDAY: THE RED LIGHT REVUE

Fri. 8.19

Rock and the High Place

UPCOMING SHOWS:
AUG 18: EIGHT TO THE BAR $5
AUG 19-20: ROCKIN' GEORGE LEH $3

Sat. 8,20

Rockin'Vibration·
Portland reggae

45 Danforth Street, Portland

5.99
12.99cD

See her LIVE! Cumberland County
Civic Center, August 17th!

Tickets available
at Strawberries

Entertainment Hotline 775.2.8.

It's fast.
It's easy.
- Lube, Oil & Filter

I
I

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

REGULARLY

$

95

.
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
with this coupon I

We use

quality
or mention this ad
Castroloil
OFFER EXPIRES 8-31-88 I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ________ 1

PLUS!

We check and fill: and we check ...
transmission fluid
differential fluid
brake fluid
power steering fluid
window washer fluid
the battery
radiator overflow

air filter
wiper blades
check and inflate tires
clean windshield
clean headliQhts
vacuum intenor
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If you didn't buy your music at:

FOR YOU"

On A&M Discs and Cassettes

Saturday,
Aug. 13

Wed,8.17

Lp/Cass.

INCLUDES: "LIVING

Good
Dancin with
THE TOASTERS
l

Bim Ska La Bim ska & reggae

JOAN ARMATRADING
The
Shouting
Stage
JOAN ARMATRADING

--'

Thursday. Aug.ll
9pm, free admission

CASSETTE

r'o,,:Jffi ~
South Portland, Maine Mall Rd., Mall Side Shopping Center

952 Brighton Ave. (just east of Forest City Chevy)

774-3009
HOURS

MON-FRI 8-5
SAT 8-1

A question I have been asked
recently is "Do you consider
camping a sport?" The answer
to this query is a definite yes,
from my heart and by definition,
Heading for the woods with
friends or family is certainly a
source of diversion. Setting up a
four-person dome tent at night
can be so diverting that you
don't know which end is up.
Attempting to start a fire with
wet kindling will divert your
course of sanity as you watch
every spark of hope peter out.
Merriam Webster, a renowned camper and man of
letters, had a second meaning
for the noun sport - pastime.
Well, roughing it for a week on
an air mattress is not exactly
Fenway Park, but it usually has
hot dogs and overall isn't that
bad. The odds are good, however, that upon your return to
home you'll hug your bed,
maybe even kiss your desk at
the office.
If you've had the mixed blessings of camping with young
children - and lived to tell about
it-that makes you a good sport.

If your family is ever chosen to available options of this sport,

participate on the game show
Family Feud and you have to
guess what the Survey saY5
about the two most annoying
things kids do on camping trips,
impress Richard Dawson with
these perfect answers:
(1) Shining a god-awful glaring hi-beam flashlight in an
adult's eyes.
(2) Finding any rope and tying
things up, including other
members of the family.
Returning faithfully to our
dictionary analysis of camping
as "sport," we arrive at a physi-

cal activity engaged in for pleasure.
While this meaning lends itself
to a broad and graphic interpretation, camping certainly
does apply. Ask any camper
who has invested an hour in
splitting wood, hiking five
miles or building a latrine.
They're tired, but happy - especially if they finished that last
item on time,
Sport can also mean jest. This
takes place at night when one
considers setting an alarm
clock. Then you realize you
didn't bring one, and smile.
Sleeping in late is one of the

a privilege earned by a hard
day of surviving without a TV
or VCR. It is this very suspension of reality that makes the
sport of camping so wonderful. What is the rush in returning to the world of the Rich and
Famous? In camping you don't
strike out, are not penalized and
never cry out for lack of playing time. If you participate in
the midst of the chipmunks and
the blue jays, you win. Some
folks are more efficient or clever
in certain camping techniques.
Others don't know the difference between a pop-up and a
pop tart, No matter,sports fans;
if your heart believes that camping is good - you'll be a happy
camper_ Remember two final
points: (1) Campers are part of
one of the most noble sports of
them all and (2) all marshmallow fires out by midnight.
You'll need your sleep.
Mike Quinn, who lives and writes in
Portland, packed his pup tent and his
thermos and headed for the Adirondack mountains to do a little more
research.
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Portland Museum of Art Seven
How Uncivilized of You The EmCongress Square, Portland. Hours :
bassy Players' comedy about college
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
politics through Sep 3. At the SchoolThursday evenings, 5-9. Current exhouse Theater, off Rt 114 in Standish.
hibils: "Five Years in One Hundred: The
Showtime is Wed-Sat at 8 pm. Tickels
Portland Museum of Art Collection
are $10, $5 for children under 12. For
Since 1983," an exhibit for the fifth anmore information, call 642-3743 or
niversary celebration of the PMA that
773-1648.
traces the development of the muThe Mystery of Edwin Drood
seum's collection (through Aug 14).
continues tl\rough Aug 14. Presented
Selected works by Marsden Hartley
by the Maine State Music Theater at
(1877-1943), a Maine painter whose
Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College in
paintings and drawings display the cuBrunswick. Showtime is Tue-Sat at 8
bist and primitive influences that charpm; Wed, Fri and Sun at 2 pm . Tickels
acterized his strong style (through Aug
$10-$19 . For more information, call
21). Paintings of Murray Hantman, a
725-8769.
contemporary painter whose largeTwo Gentlemen of Verona
scale canvases meld hard·edged geShakespeare's Comedy Aug 11 and 17
ometries with prismatic colors (through
at 8 pm, Aug 20 at 2 pm. At The Theater
Sep 18). The Hamilton Easter Field
at Monmouth, Rt 132. Tickets $7.50Collection, which includes works by
$12. For more information, call
Stuart Davis, Walter Kuhn, Peggy Ba933-9999.
con and Marsden Hartley (through Sep
The Owl and the Pussy Cat Aug
18). 775-6148.
11-13 at the Thomas tnn and Playhouse
Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland
in S. Casco. Showtime is 8:15. Tickets
Farm, Rt 1 in Falmouth . Paintings of
$10 . For more information , call
animals and natural scenes by Ed Peter
655-3292.
Berube through Aug . His work has
Les Liaisons Dangereuses Aug
shown in Chicago and New York. Hours:
12-13, 8 pm at Crosby High School in
Mon-Sat, 9-5. 781-2330.
Belfast. .recommends ... Mirror Rep at
The Art of Dining Artwork displayed
the Opera House. Tale of sexual inon the walls in restauranls around town .
trigue set in 18th century Paris and ils
Good Egg Cafe, 705 Congress, Portenvirons. This particular production of
land: Paintings by David Cedrone and
the story is quite bawdy. See it before
Friends. Alberta's. 27 Forest, Portland:
the movie comes out. For ticket inTeresa
Sullivan shows her paintings
formation, call 388-5777.
through Sep 9.
You Can't Take It With You Aug
Eric Hopkins Sculptures . Barridotl
11 at 8 pm and Aug 14 at 3 :30 pm at
Galleries, 26 Free, Portland. Exhibit
Crosby High School in Belfast. Mirror
continues
through Aug 31 . Also a large
Rep at the Opera House. Classic
selection of 19th and Early 20th CenAmerican comedy about a New York
tury American Paintings and Drawings.
family during the Depression . For ticket
Hours : Mon-Fri, 10-5; Sat, 12-4.
information, call 388-5777.
772-5011
Richard II Shakespeare's history will
be performed on Aug 13 and 19 at 8 pm,
Aug 17 at 2 pm at The Theater at Monmouth, Rt 132. Tickels $7.50-$12. For
Intown Portland Exchange
more information, call 933-9999.
.Jane Eyre Aug 11 -12,14,16,18 and 20
Noontime Performance
at 8 pm; Aug 13 at 2 pm. Musical verSeries
sion of Bronte's classic love tale with
Thursday, Aug 11
book by Ted Davis and score by David
Camp Encore/Coda jazz Band
Clark. At the Theater at Monmouth, Rt
Maine Savings Plaza
132 in Monmouth. Tickets $7.50-$12.
Friday, AUg 12
For more information, call 933-9999.
Randy Judkins, Tommy's Park
Monday, AUII 15
Bitter Sweet Aug 16-28. Love story
Tom Hail, Maine Savings Plaza
set in Paris at the tum of the century. A
Tuesday, Aug 16
classic musical from the 30s. PreJoy Spring Jazz, Congress Sq
sented by the Maine State Music theWednesday, Aug 17
ater at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin ColPort Clyde Puppets, Tommy's Park
lege in Brunswick. Showtime is Tu ....Sat
Thursday, Aug 18
at 8 pm; Wed, Fri and Sun at 2 pm .
In Transition, Maine Nat'l Plaza
Tickels $10-$19. For more information,
Friday, Aug 19
call 725-8769.
Melissa Hamiton Jazz Quartet
Respondfng to Chaos Aug 19-20.
Monument Square
Actress/comedienne Judith Sloan
12 noon-1:30 pm
plays a range of characters from a
nine-year old philosophical girl to a
punk-rock beautician. At the Theater of
Fantasy, 50 Danforth in Portland.
Showtime is 8 pm. TlCkels are $8, $5 for
Saul Maenad Primitive post-imseniors and children under 12. For more
pressionist, expressionist oils at the
information, call 775-5957.
Artisan·, 334 Forest Ave, Portland. Aug
Mike Wamke Christian comedian and
10-24 . Hours: Mon-Thu, 9-6; Fri, 9-5 ;
evangelist at City Hall Auditorium,
Sat, 9-3. 772-5522.
Congress St in Portland. Aug 19.
Congress Square Gallery 594
Showtime is 7:30 pm.
Congress , Portland . Oils by Sherry
Miller, Phillip Barter and Wendy Kindred, oil pastels & etchings by Keith
Rendall and acrylics by John Gal lagher. Through Sep 3. Hours : MonSat, 10-6.
774-3369.
Maine Photographic Images:
1973·1988 at Maine Coast Artists in
Rockport. Show includes works by 55
United Maine Craftsman Fair at
photographers and focuses on phothe Cumberland County Fairgrounds.
tography as a fine art. All work will be
Aug 12-14. All types of crafts exhibited
available for sale at MCA's Annual
by the best craftsmen in the organizaAuction on Aug 14. Hours : Tue-Sun, lOtion . Fair is open daily, 10 am-6 pm. $2
5. 236-2875.
and free for children under 12.
Wayn"ete Alumni Open House Summer .Jurled Show opens at the
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington in
at the Waynflete School , Spring St in
Bath . All media except photography .
Portland. Refreshments , display of
Exhibition runs through Sep 5 .
school memorabilia and a tour of the
442~455.
expanded campus with Headmaster
William M. Bennett. Aug 12, 2-4 pm . For Belfast artist Harold Garde shows
more information, call 772-6832.
his paintings and monotypes at Dean
Art·ln·The·Park Mill Creek Park, S
Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire,
Portland. Art sale and international
Portland. Through Aug 21 . Hours : Thu,
foods. Aug 13.
5-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5 or by appointment
Traditional italian Street Festiat 772-2042.
val Aug 13- 14 at St Peter's, 72 Federal Above and Below the Sea Exhibit
Street on Munjoy Hill in Portland. 63rd
of aquatic paintings and sculpture at
Annual Bazaar in honor of st. Rocco.
Hobe Sound Galleries North, One Milk
An Old World Celebration . Saturday
St., Portland. Ten percent of the total
and Sunday, 3:30-10 pm . For more
artwork sales will go to the Gulf of
information, call 773-0748.
Maine Aquarium . Show continues
Wild blueberries Maine Festivals .
through Aug 27. Hours: Tue-Sat, 10:30
Rangely Lakes Blueberry Festival on
am-5 pm. 773-2755.
Aug 18, 10 am-2 pm at the Rangely Inn Bruce Plzzlchlllo Multi-layered, inGreen on Main Street. Machias Bluenovative sculptures at the Stein Glass
berry Festival , Aug 19-21 lots of blueGallery, 20 Milk, Portland . Through Sep
berries and a musical production ·Berry
6. Hours : Mon -Sat, 11 -5 :30 .
the Blues ." Annual State of Maine Blue772-9072.
berry festival , Aug 21 -27 in Union Gallery 127 127 Middle, Portland. New
free pies to all festival goers on Aug 26
paintings by the nationally known Maine
at noon.
artist John Swan . Through Aug 20.
Farmers' Markets Wedn esdays at
Hours : Mon-Sat, 10-6 ; Thu , 10-8.
Federal & Pearl , Portland, and Satur773-3317.
days at Deering Oaks. 7 am-l pm .
Walter Kuhn Gallery, Cape Neddick
Park, River Rd. D. Putnam Brinley , selected works and Bennard Perlman , .
paintings . Hours : Wed-Sun, 10-4.
363-4139.
Oceanic Sculptures and drawings
by Libby Lyman at the Portland Public
Ubrary, 5 Monument Square, Portland.
Through Aug 18. 773-4761 .

• • •

• • •
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Suzanne Stohlman Black and white
photography through the summer at
Fretz & Young, City Center, Portland.
Hours: Mon-Fri, 10-6; Sat, 10-5.
761-4550.
New England Now Contemporary
works by New England artists at Walker
Art Museum, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick, through Sep 4. Hours: TooSat, 10-8; Sun, 2-5. 725-3000.
Maine Historical Society 485
Congress, Portland. 'Portland's Lost
Youth," sketches of Portland from bafore the fire of 1886 by Charles Q .
Goodhue (1835-1910). Show continues
through Oct 31 . Hours: Tue-Fri, 9-5.
Thu until 7. 774-1822.
Nancy Margolis Gallery 367 Fore,
Portland. Jewelry, glass, furniture, and
ceramics by several artists . Hours :
Mon-Sat,1 0-9; Sun, 11-5. 775-3822.
Aftemoon Gallery, 49 Dartmouth,
Portland. Works by artists represented
by the gallery, through Aug. Hours:
Wed-Fri, 1-5 pm. 871-9235.
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G.

ritty
M~

Duff's is proud to

~~!f.i!i,t4!'tdi~ serve the finest beers in

town with a lunch menu that is quick,
tasty and won't send you running to
the bank for cash, Gritty's serves a great
bowl of Mulligatawny Soup and a mean
Fish and Chips. We offer a unique
Ploughman's Lunch and a very reasonable
Lobster and Lager Special. And we're
air conditionedYRignt now, Gritty's
is merely great. Come November,
our own brewery will make
us outstanding.

phantoms on tape

Individual Artist Fellowship
Program Six $2,000 fellowships to be
awarded to writers and visual artists.
Deadline, Sept 1. For more information,
call the Maine Arts Commission at
289-2724.
Gallery Talk on the Hamilton Easter
Field Collection Aug 11 at 5:15 pm and
Aug 12 at 12:30 pm at the Portland Museum of Art. Gallery talk given by
Curator Martha Severens. For more
information, call 775-6148.
United Maine Craftsman Fair at
the Cumberland County Fairgrounds,
Aug 12-14. All types of crafts exhibited
by the best craftsmen in the organization. Fair is open daily, 10 am-6 pm . $2
and free tor children under 12.
Crafts Fair Aug 13-14 at the Maine
Aquarium, Rt 1 in Saco. For more information, call 284-4511.
Sidewalk Arts Aug 20, 9 am-5 pm .
23rd Annual WCSH Arts Festival on
Congress Street from Congress Square
to One City Center. All media represented. Rain date is Aug 21 .

Stonecoast Write .. Conference
comes to an end with a reading by Carolyn Chute, Aug 11 at 7 pm and a reading by Robley Wilson Jr., Aug 12 at 1
pm. Readings are in Anderson Hall at
USM Gorham. Free and open to the
public.
Lightship Nantucket is berthed at
the SMVTI Campus in South Portland.
Open to the public Wed-Sun, 10 am-4
pm . The lightship will not be at SMVTI
on Aug 13, 20, 24-28. $3, $1 .50 for
children.
Lightship Nantucket Special The
Portland Jewish Community Center Social Seniors will sponsor a coffee
aboard the shaded fantail of the Nantucket on Wed. Aug 17 at 1 pm. A noon
luncheon at the JCC on 57 Ashmont,
Portland will precede the coffee. Coffee
and desert aboard the lightship is
$2.50. a small donation for lunch is re quested. RSVP by Aug 15 at 772-1959.
Metaphors in Science: Facts,
Laws and Theories in Litera·
ture lecture in the Moot Court Room ,
USM School of Law in Portland. Lecture
given by Gale Rhodes, USM professor
of chemistry, Aug 11 at 7 pm . Free. For
more information, call 780-4076.
Kathy Caron Author of "Inside City
Hall : A Guide to City Government in
Portland, Maine," will lead a discussion
and answer questions on city government in Portland at Riverton Branch library, 1600 Forest Ave . Aug II, 7-8
pm. Free. For more information, call
773-4761.
Backroads Group Seminar on the
resources, land use and preservation
of the region through mapping and geology . Arcadia Farm in Casco. Aug 13,
1-4 pm . Donations accepted. For more
information, call 627-7106.
Three Centuries of Harpswell Architectural tour with Greater Portland
Landmarks on Aug 13.9 am-4 pm. $30 .
Meet at the City parking lot off Baxter
Blvd in Portland . For more information ,
call 774-5561.
A Briel Moment of Glory:
Maine's Clipper Ships Aug 15.
Yarmouth Historical Society and
Cousins & Littlejohns Islands Improvement Association present this lecture
given by Nicholas Dean , director of the
Spring Point Museum in S Portland.
Cousin's Island Community House at
7:30. Free. For more information , call
846-6259.
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Protect
your First
Amendment
Rights;Write
your senators and
representatives
and tell them how
you feel about

VIDEOPORT
Honorable Olympia J. Snowe
U.S. House of Representatives
2464 Rayburn H,O,B.
Washington, D.C. 20515

H.R. 3899 & S. 2033

GRITTY MCDUFF'S
Portlands Original BrewPub

Breakfast Daily
Egg and Cheese Croissant $1.99
Bagel and Cream Cheese 99c

Mon-Sun 7:30am-9pm

e

Custom designed cabinetry
and organization systems
for: closets, garages,
basements, office storage
spaces, supply room storage,
office and home work stations,
copier rooms, literature rooms,
media centers, library areas.
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Coffee and Muffin 99c

e

Honorable Joseph E. Brennen
U.S, House of Representatives
1428 Longworth H.O.B.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Honorable George J. Mitchell
United State Senate
Washington, D.c. 20510-1902

396 Fore Street, Portland

416 FORE ST,

Honorable William S. Cohen
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-1901

774-4342
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Call for a

The

South Portland, Maine 04106

FREE·AT·HOME consultation or visit our showroom

It started in 1910 as a Gaston the phantom lusted after.
Leroux novel that made effecIn 1930, the film was reissued
tive use of the byzantine cata- with newly added talking secombs under the Paris Opera quences, music from the opera
House. In 1925, it shattered "Faust" and several scenes from
audiences with the most gro- the original left out. MCA
tesque face ever seen on the should offer both versions for
silent screen. In 1988, it became comparative viewing. In the
one of the most extravagant and laser video disc fonnat, it would
popular musical plays in thea- be both an educational as well
ter history.
as an entertaining experience.
"The Phantom of the Opera"
In 1943, a spectacular Techniis an overwhelming success. color remake of "Phantom of
You can hear the Andrew the Opera" with opulent sets
Lloyd-Webber score on Polydor and costumes, baritone singing
compact disc in sounds realis- idol Nelson Eddy and the
tic enough to send you running young soprano Susanna Foster
for cover.
overwhelmed Claude Rains'
There is a splendid reading of sympathetic monster (93 minthe original Leroux novel per- utes, MCA,tapeand laser video
fonned by F. Murray Abraham disc). This version is almost as
(who won the academy award much a musical as it is a horror
for his portrayal of Salieri in film.
" Amadeus") on two Caedmon The music steals the show audiocassettes that run about excerpts from Flotow's
three hours.
"Martha" are included, but
But horne video captures the more fun are the two operas
macabre story in two larger- invented especially for the film
than-life adaptations. It's a using Tchaikovsky's Fourth
shame that MCA hasn't re- Symphony (the "Russian"
leased Lon Chaney's classic opera) and piano music by
silent horror film on tape and Chopin (the "French" opera).
laser video disc from its origi- There's also "Lullaby of the
nal master. Instead, we have Bells," a song written for the
abused copies (it's in the public film that is heard briefly as a
domain). Kartes offers the best violin solo and in pieces of a
available and its barely ade- piano concerto. (Music buffs
quate print does convey will appreciate the laser video
.Chaney'S ability to create a disc which makes it possible to
monster that terrified audiences easily replay the operatiC exmore than 60 years ago.
cerpts through the use of chapNo one at the time was pre- ter stops.)
pared for the scene when The film is an enonnously
Chaney, the man-of-a-thou- interesting curiosity. Rains'
sand-faces, ripped off his mask portrayal ofthe Phantom seems
to reveal the Phantom's gro- lost as Eddy and Foster, the
tesque face, an effect achieved color and the sets and costumes
through ingenious makeup and steal the show (both the color
physical tricks of the trade - the cinematography and the art
nostI:ilsdistended by a wire clip, direction won Academy
celluloid discs filling out the Awards). MCA has been mecheeks, his eyes dilated by ticulous in its reproduction,
including the film's theatrical
drops.
An exact replica of the Paris trailer as an added bonus.
Opera was built on the Universal City lot in Southern Califor- Joe Saltzman writes on media and
He is chairman of broadcasting
nia - it could seat 3,000 and had music.
at the University of Southern Califorfive tiers of balconies. Mary nia.
Philbin was the young singer

Auguat 11, fl . .

Restaurant and Ta

Enjoy happy hour
at our new
waterfront bar

"The Ten V •• r Lunch : The Wit and
Legend of !he Algonquin Round Table'
on public television. Aug 15 at 9 pm.
M.tropolll.n Av.nu. P.O.V. continues on public television on Aug 16 at
10 pm. This week's documentary Is the
story about the efforts of a group of
Brooklyn women to save their community.

SPECIALS

ug. 12 & 13 I

Aug. 19 &20
-THE-

780-4170.

E·

Appl. II U••r. M ••tlng Aug 18 at
7:30 pm at !he Falmou!h High School,
52 Woodville. Open to the public and
free for first time visitors, $1 Ihereafter.

DAILY DRINK

Professional
Human Beings

P.ychlc D.v.lopm.nt Class at the
Portland Spiritual Church, 180 Sawyer,
S PorUand. Every Friday at 7:30 pm.
Free. For more information, call
926-4580.
Aikido at Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception, 307 Congress, Portland.
Gain strength, flexibility, coordination,
balance, relaxation and concentration.
Come observe a dass. Free trial class.
Tue, Thu, and Sat. $40/month. For
more information, call Lifeline at

R.fug •• R •••tll.m.nt Progr.m
has seen as many refugees arrive in
!he last two monlhs as in the previous
six months. The agency is in desperate
need of sponsors to help ease their
transition into American life. Furnish
basic needs such as housing, food,
transportation, moral support and guidance until!hese newest Americans become self-sufficient (usually one or two
weeks). For information, call1he Center
of Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Downtown Portl.nd PI.nnlng
Forum at the Portland Public Ubrary in
Monument Square. Roundtable discussion with Joseph E. Gray, director of
Planning and Urban Development Aug
11, 4.0 pm, Commercial development;
Aug 18, Urban Form and Downtown's
Physical Development Free and open
to !he public. For more information, call
n5-5451 , room 211.
V.t.ren. for P•• c. monthly meeting on Aug 18 at 7 pm at Warren Westbrook Congregational, 810 Main, Westbrook.
P•• c. Vigil every Wed at noon. Monument Sqare, Portland.

'.

Mt M.guntlcook Tr.v.,.. Hike
wi!h !he Sierra Club in Camden Hills.
FIoute will follow Maiden Cliff Trail, the
Scenic and Ridge trails over Megunticook and !he Tableland and Mount Battie Sou!h trails into Camden. Aug 13. $2
members, $3 nonmembers. For more
information, call 596-0164.
"Tre.lln. to Tld.pool: A Summ.r Ody •••y" Aug 15-18. A four
day summer exploration of New England's ecosystems, trom the alpine
zone to the salt marsh. Appalachian
Mountain Club. 603-466-2727.

••

•

Thurs. August 11 & 18

Dan Tonini
Fri. August 12 & 19

RamblinDan
Stevens
Best food on
the Waterfront
Serving from 11-9
weekdays
11-10
FRlandSAT

and

12-9 SUN

NEW Patio Bar
open Wed-Sun

PORTLAND ,MAINE

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
774·3550

n5-2133.
SPTV/WIII.rd B •• ch VolI.yb.1I
Tourn.m.nt at Willard Beach, S
Portland. Recreational, round robin, c0ed toumament. Players must be 18 or
older. Teams of six with two a1temates.
Three men and three women on !he
court at all times. Aug 27, 9 am-4 pm.
$35 per team to register. For more information, call Sou!h Portland Recreation at 797-7996.
Hlghl.nd C.m •• Aug 20, 8 am-4 pm.
Thomas Point Beach in Brunswick.
Traditional Scottish competition sponsored by !he St. Andrews Society. For
more information, call3n-9909.
B •• k.lb.1I at Riverton Community
Center, 1600 Forest, PorUand. Drop in.
Tue and Thu at 6 pm. $1.50 residents,
$2.50 non-residents. For more information, call 775-5451 x300.
VolI.yb.1I at Reiche Community Center, 166 Bracket~ Portland. Drop in.
Tue and Thu at 6 pm. $ 1.50 residents,
$2.50 non-residents. For more information, call 775-5451 x300.

12:30 00 .. ,
J.rrI Allyn'. "DinIng in Amerlc."
Allyn is a waitress-turned-performance
artist who designs performances for
public places (Current Events Stage)

12:40
NoveUy In.trum.nt Work. hop
All sorts of unusual instruments :
teakettle, saw, hay scythe and more
(World Traditions Tent)

1:00
P.t Sp.ulding H.' Penny Story
Th •• I.r Puppeteer and storyteller
shares the stage with her softsculpture hand puppets (Children's
Area)
Poolaw'. P.nob.col Danc. and
Music En.embf. Maine Native
Americans lead an informal workshop in
traditional Penobscot music (Maine
Tent)

1:20
Th. Per.ua.ion. The nation's
leading a cappella band(Festival Stage)

2:00
Main. Songwrite,.' Convention
Clum Spencer, multi -instrumentalist
sings of life and logging; Charlie
Nevells, 'The Singing Fisherman,- does
seafaring songs; Everett Basford
performs original bluegrass influenced
songs on guitar, fiddle and banjo; and
Harold Jackson, one of the Allagash
Boys (World Traditions Tent)
The L.dybug. Songs and singalongs for children (Children's Area)
Chlldr.n'. Re.ourc. Cenler
Workshop Creative and educational
projects with scrap material (Children's
Area)

August 11
9:30-11 am, Canoe tour
6-7:30 pm, Canoe tour

August 12
9:30-11 am, Exploration of the marsh
for children ages 4-8
3-4:30 pm, Canoe tour

August 13
7-8 am, Bird watching
9 :30-11, Canoe tou r
3-4:30 pm, Exploration of the marsh
for the whole family

August 16
9:30-11 am, Exploration of the marsh
for the entire family
8-9:30 pm, View Mars and the summer
sky w~h astronomer Bernie Reim

August 17

Augu.t 18
9:30-11 am, Nature art for children
ages 6-10
9:30-11 am, Canoe Tour
6-7:30 pm, Canoe tour

Sufi M.dll.tlon Aug 14 at USM
Portland, Payson Smi!h Room 1. No
883-5100
previous experience required. Guided
meditation and reading "The Purpose of
Ute." 6:30-8 pm. Free. For more information, call 797-3933.
St.phen K, H.y•• Martial Arts SemBicycling tour of !he Maine Coast
inar Aug t4 at SMVTI in S Portland. 10
wi!h the Appalachian Mountain Club,
am-4 pm. For more information, call
Aug 15-26. Safe and efficient touring
767-2349.
while enjoying !he natural and cultural
Woodford. Educ.tlon.1 C.nt.r
points of interest. 603-466-2727.
need volunteers with carpentry and
K.y.k D.y Trip for women in !he
electrical skills to build specially
Harpswell area wi!h Women Outdoors, a
adapted equipment for children with
national non-profit organization which
disabilities. Work two or !hree hours a
welcomes all interested women to parweek on your choice of days. For more
ticipate. Limited space . For more
information, call !he Center for Voluninformation, call 883-5053.
tary Action at 874-1015.
AII.g•• h Wlldern••• W.terw.y
En.rjoy Aerobic classes at 10 different
Canoe Trip for women Aug 24-Sep 2
locations !hroughout Greater Portland.
with New Routes. Pre-registration required. 729-7900.
Classes ongoing. New sessions begin
B.glnn.r b.ckp.cklng .nd
Sop 12. $4 per class. For more information, 797-0484.
c.mplng Aug 19-21. Appalachian
DI.pl.c.d Hom.m.k.r'. ReMountain Club. An introduction to
source Center provides direct services,
backpacking and overnight camping.
training programs and support groups
603-466-2727.
for women experiencing a major change
S.. K.y.k L •••on on the Royal
in their fives, such as women who are
River, Yarmouth. Basic paddling tech!hinking of returning to work or school
niques for the new paddler. Saturdays
and are seeking information and as!hrough the summer. $10. Offered by
sistance with building se~ confidence,
L.L. Bean . For more information, can
communication skills, career-life plan865-4761 x7800.
ning or job readiness. The center is ofIntroductory C.no. L ••• on on
fering fall programs in Assertiveness
!he Royal River, Yarmouth. L.L. Bean
Training and Career-Ufe Planning. Preoffers a 2-hour session emphasizing
registration required. All services are
basic canoeing techniques every Sunfree of charge. For more information,
day !hrough !he summer. $10. For more
call 773-3537 or 1-800-442-2092.
information, call 865-4761 x7800.
H ••rtlln. Cardiac Rehabilitation Program at USM Portland gym and !he Reiche Pool. Heartline is a medcally supervised exercise program for persons
who have either had a heart attack or
coronary by-pass surgery. Participants
also attend educational sessions on
nutrition, stress, medications and
depression. 100week session begins
M.lne Phllll •• at The Ball Park in Old
Aug 15. Classes are conducted at a
Orchard Beach. Aug 11-12, Toledo Mud
variety of times. To register, call
Hens. Aug 13-14, TtdewaterTides. Aug
780-4170.
15-17, Richmond Braves. Aug 18-19,
Th. AIDS ProJ.ct, 48 Deering, PortPawtucket Red Sox. Games begin at
land, lists meny support groups around
7:05. Tickets are $41$5.
Portland for PWAs and the lovers,
S.cond Annul Fun Run St Peter's
caregivers and friends of PWAs. For
Italian Street Festival at Federal and
more information, call 774-08n.
India Streets in Portland. Four miles
D.nc.work. Fltn... Classes In
around !he Eastern Prom. First 100 en!he Public Safety Building Gym, Porttries receive a T-shirt. Trophy prizes.
land. Classes include calisthenics,
Race director, Charles Scribner, Maine
choreographed dance and body sculpTrack ClUb. Aug 14 at 9 am . $5 registuring wilh free weights. Mon and Thu,
tration fee !hrough Aug 8, $6 thereafter.
5:30-7 pm. $4 per class. For more inContact church for registration form.
formation, call 846-0030.
SMVA Culd.d W.lk. at Ferry
M.dlt.Uon for Wom.n every Mon
Beach and Scarborough Marsh in
at the Quaker Meeting House, Forest
Scarborough. Sunset walk on Aug 13 at
Ave, Portland. Guided medtation and
5:30 pm on Ferry Beach - meet at ferry
ritual. For more information, contact the
Beach for registration. Sunrise walk on
Feminist Spiritual Community at

n3-2294.

Br.d T.rry & FrI.nd. of J.zz Jazz
clarinetist Terry joins the Friends of
Jazz in a reunion performance (Festival
Stage)
Mur.1 Work.hop Led by Lenora
Liebowitz who does portraits in pastel
and charcoal, and handmade paper and
day sculpture (Children's Area)

Blac:kpoint Rd

• • •

Entertainment
every Thurs. & Fri.
5pm-7pm
on the deck

12:00

Scarborough Marsh
Nature Center

7-8:30 am, Canoe tour
9:30-11 am, History of
Dunstan Marshes
6-7:30 pm, Bird watching

NSONS

Friday

Aug 14 at 6 am around Scarborough
Marsh. Start and registration at !he Superintendents Office of the old Oak Hill
School. Free. Fee for credit.
S.cond Annu.1 M.ln. Croqu.1
Ch.mplon.hlp A week-long, single
elimination toumament, Aug 16-21. Top
players from !hroughout New England.
Open to all players - beginners to expert. $20 entry fee. For more information, call Mary at Con aver & Com pant,

W.t.rcolo,. Parent/child workshop
for children ages 7-12 at PorUand Museum of Art, Seven Congress Sq. Aug
t I, 2-3:30. $5 membersl$7 non-members. For more information, call

n5-6148.
Looking for • pet! If you are planning to get a new pet, call or visit the
Animal Refuge League, 449 Stroudwater, Westbrook. Puppies, kittens, dogs
and cats of all sizes, colors and ages.
Open 9 am-4 pm, Mon-Sat. The Animal
Refuge League also offers a meeting
room and educational programs for
area schools, 4H Clubs, Scouts, dog
clubs, and community and animal
related organizations. For more
information, call 854-9771.
Flr.t SI.p Educ.tlonal D.yc.r.
in Sou!h Freeport is looking lor volunteers to assist wi!h the infant to fiveyear-old children in their care. If rocking
and reading to children is your interest
and you have four hours a day to spare,
call Jacky at 865-1011.
FllcD for klda at !he PorUand Public
Ubrary in Monument Sq. For children of
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am.
Free . For more information, call
n3-4761.
Blrthd.y P.rty for C.rfI.ld Aug
15, 10:30 am at the Portland Public library in Monument Sq. Awards and
prizes for summer readers. Free. For
more information, call 773-4761 .
R.punzel Aug 16 and 18 at 2 pm at The
Theater at Monmouth. For all ages.
Tickets $4. For ticket information, call
933-9999,
Art. & Cr.ft. at Children'S Resource
Center, 741 Stevens Ave, Portland.
Collage workshop for children ages 3-5
on Aug 17-t8 at 10 am & 1 pm. To
register call 797-0525.
Sloryt.lI.r D.vld N.utl.ld Aug
18,12:30 pm at Deering Oaks Park in
Portland. A performance for kids sponsored by Pier 1 Imports and the Maine
Arts Commission. Free. For more information, call 755-5451 x300.
Slori•• for klda at1he Portland Public Ubrary on Wednesdays at 10:30 am
for 3-5 year-<)Ids and Fridays at 10:30
am for 2 year-olds. Stories at Prince
Memorial Library in Cumberland on
Wednesdays at 10:30 am for 2-3 yearoIds and Thursdays at 10:30 am for 3-5
year-olds.
Chlldr.n'. .torl•• at !he Portland
Observatory on Munjoy Hill every
Wednesday at 1 pm. Sponsored by the
Enchanted Forest Bookstore and read
by Kalhy Shechan. Free wi!h admission
to the Observatory, $4 adults, 35 cents
for children.
Chlldr.n'. Work. hop. at Children's Museum, 746 Stevens, Portland.
Collage, texture, graphics, printing,
sculpture in wood, puppet making, abstract painting, t-shirt design, kite
making and origami. Weds in July and
Aug. Preschoolers, 10-llam. School
age children, 2-3 pm. Resevations
required, 797-5483.
Dlno D.n at Children'S Museum, 746
Stevens, Portland. Hands-on learning
aIbout dinosaurs. For more information,
call 797-5483.
L.nd of CI.nl. at the Pine Tree
Shopping Center, Brighton Ave, Portland. Children'S Museum's dinosaur
exhibit !hrough Sept 11 .
SI.r C.zlng for all ages at Sou!hworlh
Planetarium, 96 Falmouth, Portland.
Wed, Fri and Sun at 7:30 pm. Special
shows for groups can be arranged.
$2.50 adJltI$l .5O child. For more information, call 780-4249.

5:20

1:30

T.lklng
Drum. A combo of
Ghanaians and Americans perform bo!h
traditional and popular African Music
(Festival Stage)

Ann C.rlson'. "C.lch and
R.I ...... Performance work for fly
fisherman and fiddlers which premiered
at last year's Festival (Current Events
Stage)

6:00
Bow.r. &
F.ldm.n "Wild
Cr.vlly" See 2:30 pm . (Current
Events Stage)
Poolaw'. Penobscot Danc • • nd
Mu.lc En •• mbl. Maine Native
Americans perform traditional
Penobscot music (World Traditions
Tent)
P.t Sp.uldlng H.' P.nny Story
Th•• t.r See 1 pm. (Children's Area)

6:30
Ob.rf.ld.r & Ri.hm, "L.by.
rinth" See 3:30 pm. (Current Events
Stage)

6:40
Rlchl. Hav.n. Havens, a folk-blues
musician started out at Woodstock and
continues to entertain . (Festival Stage)

7:00
Ann C.rl.on'. "Catch .nd
R.I •••• " See 4:30 pm. (Current
Events Stage)
Th. L.dybug. See 2 pm . (Children 's
Area)
Knol • • nd Cro•••• Dancing with
this rock band who blend both
originality and humor. (Maine Tent)

7:20
Th. Allagash Boy. Old time fiddle
music with Harold Jackson and Sam
Oakes (World Traditions Tent)

8:00
Th. P.rsuaslon. The nation's
leading a cappella band (Festival
Stage)
Ram
1.land
D.nc.
Co.
"Pentim.nto" Dreamlike piece with
movements which convey a sense of
things appearing and disappearing
(Currents Events Area)
Randy Judkln. & David Neufeld
Juggling and comedy (Children's Area)

St.ph.n St •• rn. See 2 pm.
(Children's Area)

7:15
D.vld Crl.m.n Qu.rt.1 Led by a
virtuoso mandolinist (Festival Stage)

7:20

2:00
A Trlbut. to Orn.n. Col.m.n
Tony Gabourey Group (Current Events
Stage)
Th. Moo •• ton •• Maine's wildest
and most acclaimed old-time stringband
(World Traditions Tent)
Stephen St •• rn. Character acting
and storytelling using mime, ukulele
and guitar (Children's Area)
Chlldr.n'. R •• ourc. Cen·l.r
Work. hop See Friday. (Children's
Area)

2:40
D.v. Crl.m.n Qu.rt.1 Led by a
virtuoso mandolinist (Festival Stage)

3:00
Ob.rf.ld.r & Ri.hm, "Labyrinlh" Dancer/choreographer joins her
husband. an architect. in this col laboration between dance and architecture. The labyrinth structure is
suspended mirrored plexiglass (Current
Events Stage)
Chlldr.n'. Th •• t.r of M.ln.
Entertainment for the whole family
(Children's Area)
Crupo Forlalez. Folk Music of
Bolivia and the Andes performed on
native hand made instruments (Maine
tent)

3:20
Mamm. Tongu. Highly acclaimed
African and American Musicians. Their
Festival performance features dancer
Mam Tamfir N' Gum , formally principle
male dancer for the National Dance
Company of Gambia (World Traditions
Tent)

3:30
Cre.ch/Ko.st.r Dane. Com·
p.ny Work for four dancers (Current
Events Stage)
Steph.n St ••
Mime Workshop .
(Children's Area)

m.

No..... n L.g.uU & hi• • n •• mbl.
Champion Quebecois Step Dancers
(World Traditions Tent)

7:30
Bow.r. & F.ldm.n Tr.p.z.
Danc. ''Wild Cr.vlly" See 4 pm .
(Current Events Stage)
Darien Br.hm. & the Holy
Bon •• Considered to be Portland's
best dance. Their music is an eclectic
mixture of psychedelic country and
danceable fun-folk-pop (Maine Tent)

Crupo Fort.l.u Music of Bolivia and
the Andes on native handmade
instruments (World Traditions Tent)

3:30

CARLSONtN'

<:§fTURNER

ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS

-BOUGHTAND SOLD
PRINTS, MAPS,
AUTOGRAPHS

773-4200
APPRAISALS
SEARCH SERVICE
OVER 40,000 BOOKS
IN STOCK

Ob.rf.ld.r & RI.hm, "L.by.
rlnlh" Dancer/choreographer joins her
husband, an architect, in this collaboration between dance and architecture. The labyrinth structure is
suspended mirrored plexiglass (Current
Events Stage)

4:00
Roomful of Blu •• Jump blues and
swing from Boston (Festival Stage)
BrI.n Cr.btre. & D.nc.,. "Fold
Out" A piece based on the physical
ideas of folding and passing (Current
Events Stage)
D.vld
N.uf.ld Innovative
vaudevillian storyteller (Children's
Area)

4:30
Ann Carl.on'. "Catch .nd
Rel.a •• " Performance work for fly
fisherman and fiddlers which premiered
at last year's Festival (Current Events
Stage)

4:40
Don Cyr & the Acadian. Traditional music and dance from
Aroostook county in Northern Maine
(World Traditions Tent)

5:00
241 CONGRESS STREET

Robbl. McC.ul.y'. "Congo,
N.w York" Deeply personal , social
and political commentary in which jazz
determines the form. McCauley
translates theater concepts into jazz
improvisation (Current Events Stage)
Brazlli.n Drumming Work.hop
Percussionist Gary Muszynski
performs and teaches African, Latin
and Brazilian music (Children's Area)
Br.d T.rry .nd Friend. of Jazz
play the sounds for swing danc ing
(Maine Tent)

4:00

H •• rt of Cold Vaudevill.
Comp.ny Robin Mello and Rick
Adams clown, stiltwalk and tell stories
wi!h shadow puppets (Children's tent)

8:15

4:30

R.m
1.I.nd
D.nc.
Co.
"P.nllm.nto" Dreamlike piece with
movements which convey a sense of
things appearing and disappearing
(Currents Events Area)

Cr.ach/Ko.sl.r Danc. Com·
p. ny Work for four dancers (Current
Events Stage)

8:40

Th. Blu. Coo •• Orchestr. Old
Time Dance Band (World Traditions
Tent)

8:00

CI.r.nc. "Cat.mouth" Brown
Plays Texas blues backed up by his
band Gate's Express (World Traditions
Tent)

8:45
John Prine Songwriter and folksinger,
whose songs have been performed by
Joan Baez, Bonnie Raitt and Bette
Midler (Festival Stage)

9:00
Robbl. McC.uley'. "Congo,
N.w York" Deeply personal, social
and political commentary in which jazz
determines the form . McCauley
translates theater concepts into jazz
improvisation (Current Events Stage)
F.shlon Jungl. Portland based rock
and roll band. Dancing (Maine Tent)

4:40

5:00
Oberr.ld.r & Ri.hm "L.by.
rlnth" Dancer/choreographer joins her
husband, an architect, in this
collaboration between dance and
architecture. The labyrinth structure is
suspended mirrored plexiglass (Current
Events Stage)
Slng.r Doug Day (Children's Area)
Pu.rlo
Ric.n
Drumming
Workshop with the Bomba y Plena
Ensemble (Maine Tent)

5:20
NRBQ The band describes their music
as 'omnipop,- which combines jazz,
country, swing and r&b (Festival Stage)

5:30
Brl.n Crabtr•• & Danc.,. "Fold
Out" A piece based on the physical
ideas of folding and passing (Current
Events Stage)
Bow.r. &
F.ldm.n "Wild
Cr.vlty See 4 pm. (Current Events
Stage)
.JunIor D.ugh.rty & the Dlxl.
Doughboy. play caw and westem
swing (Worfd Traditions Tent)
Fool.proof FolII.. See 1 pm.
(Children's Area)

Deering Oaks Park

6:30

3:00

3:20

3:20
Norm.n L.gault & hI. En •• mbl.
Champion Quebecois Step Dancer
(World Traditions Tent)
M.ln. Storyt.II.,.' Conv.ntion
with John McDonald, Joe Perham ,
Benny Reehl and Jeff Hope (Festival
Stage)
Bow.r. &
F.ldm.n "Wild
Cr.vlty" Trapeze Dancing - a
movement duet on and among swings
of various sizes (Current Events
Clown Rick D.vl. Unique performance a personal perspective on
sources and uses of humor (Children's
Area)

2:40

R.m 1.I.nd D.nc. Comp.ny
"Sext.t" Modern folk dance (Current
Events Stage)
R.ndy JUdkln. Mime-jugglerunicydist (Children's Area)
Don Cyr & the Ac.dlan. French
Canadian Step Dancing Workshop
(Maine Tent)

translates theater concepts into jazz
improvisation (Current Events Stage)
Br.zlll.n Drumming Work.hop
See Fri at 5 pm. (Children'S Area)
The Enllght.n.,. perform rousing
Gospel music from !he Holy Tabernade
Church of Dorchester, Mass. (Maine
Tent)

$8 at the gate
$3 for kids and seniors 6:00

2:30
Bow.r. &
F.ldman "Wild
Cr.vlly" Trapeze Dancing - a
movement duet on and among swings
of various sizes (Current Events
Stage)
Rlchl. H.v.n. B.nd Havens, a
folk-blues musician started out at
Woodstock and continues to entertain
(Festival Stage)

2f

August 12·14
8:30

4:00

Brian Cr.btre. & Dance,. "Fold
Oul" See 4 pm. (Current Events
Stage)
Kopl.rz Dancing to the music of a
Portland rock and roll band (Maine Tent)

Clar.nc. HGat.mouth" Brown
Plays Texas blues backed up by his
band Gate's Express (Festival Stage)
Bow... .. F.ld",an Tr.p •••
D.nee "Wild Gr.vlly" Trapeze
Dancing - a movement duet on and
among swings of various sizes (Current
Events Stage)
Broth.r BI ... Storyteller extraordinaire
- !he official storyteller of Boston and
Cambridge (Children's Area)

8:40
T.lklng Drum. West African Dance &
Music Ensemble - Traditional Ghanaian
Periormance (World Traditions Tent)

9:00

Sunday
12:00
Th. F.t To_. A cappella trio from
Middlebury Vt. perform a repertoire of
jazz, doa-wop and popular songs f:om
the 30s through the 80s (Festival
Stage)
Mur.1 Work. hop See Friday .
(Children's Area)

Th. D.rk Bob Performance Artist.
Pioneer of LA performance art whose
performances combine song, film, live
painting and comedy (Current Events
Stage)

4:30

12:3000...

R.m 1.I.nd D.nc. Comp.ny
"S.xt.t" Modem folk dance (Current
Events Stage)

9:20

4:40

J.rrI Allyn'. "Dining In Am.rlc."
Allyn is a waitress-turned-performance
artist who designs performances for
public places (Current Events Stage)

Roomful of Blue. Jump blues and
swing from Boston (Festival Stage)

10:15
Firework.

Saturday
12:00
D.von.qu.r. One of Maine's most
popular bands (Festival Stage)
Mur.1 Work.hop See Friday .
(Children's Area)

12:30 00 .. ,
.Jerri Allyn'. "Dining In Am.rlc."
Allyn is a waitress-turned-performance
artist who designs performances for
public places (Current Events Stage)

12:40
Don Cyr & the Ac.dian. Music
and dance from Aroostook county in
Northern Maine (World Traditions Tent)

1:00
Storyl.ller Martin St.lng •••• r
tells tales and uses stilts as dancing
shoes (Children's Area)
Jap.n••• Drumming Workshop
with Wasabi Daiko, a Toronto based
Japanese percussion group (Maine
Tent)

1:20
Out.r Spac. Band The best 01 the
great rockers without records. ~Oth
Anniversary Performance (fesllval
Stage)

Junior D.ugh.rty & the Dlxl.
Doughboy. play C&W and western
swing (World Traditions Tent)

5:00
Ob.rf.ld.r & RI.hm, "L.by·
rlnth" See 3 pm. (Current Events
Stage)
Br.zilian Drumming Work.hop
See Fri at 5 pm. (Children's Area)
D.von.qu.r. One of Maine's most
popular bands (Maine Tent)

12:40
B.n Culll.m.tt. En •• mbl.
French Canadian fiddling, swing and
country music (World Traditions Tent)

1:00
Foolaproof FolII •• Highwire jugglers
alternate slapstick, Shakespeare and
New Vaudeville juggling (Children's
Area)
SI.p D.nclng Work. hop with
Norman Legault (Maine Tent)

Ann C.rl.on's "C.tch .nd
R.I •••• " See 2:30 pm. (Current
Events Staae)

6:40
Th. Enllghl.n.,. perform rousing
Gospel music from !he Holy Ta1bernade
Church of Dorchester, Mass. (Festival
Stage)

7:00
Cr • • ch/Ko •• t.r
D.nc.
Comp.ny Work for four dancers
(Current Events Stage)
Clown Rick D.vl. See 4 pm .
(Children's Area)
R.gg.. D.nc. P.rly with
Portland's best reggae band Rockin'
Vibration (Maine Tent)

7:20
Bomb. y PI.n. Traditional music
from Puerto Rico using bomba and
plena rhythms (Worfd Traditions Tent)

7:30
Ob.rf.ld.r & Riehm, "L.by.
rlnth" See 5 pm . (Current Events
Stage)

8:00
Th. Roche. America's premier
folk/pop trio from NJ (Festival Stage)
BrI.n Cr.bt... & D.nc.,. "Fold
Out" See 5:30 pm . (Current Events
Stage)
Slng.r Doug D.y (Children's Area)

5:20

1:20

M.mm. Tongue perform a jazzAfrican fusion set (Festival Stage)

Th. Roch •• America's premier
folk/pop trio from NJ (Festival Stage)

5:30

2:00

The Dark Bob Performance Artist.
Pioneer of LA performance art whose
performances combine song, film, live
painting and comedy (Current Events
Stage)

W.s.bl D.lko A TorontO -based
Japanese percussion group (World
Traditions Tent)
Young P.opl.'. The.ter Maine's
only touring children's theater
(Children'S Area)

Th. D.rk Bob Performance Artist.
Pioneer of LA performance art whose
performances combine song, film, live
painting and comedy (Current Events
Stage)
Rock & Roll Danc. wi!h the Jensons
(Maine Tent)

2:30

8:40

6:00
Wa •• bl D.lko A Toronto-based
Japanese percussion group (World
Traditions Tent)
Pupp.t.er Nancy Ny. performs
(Children's Area)

6:25
Abr.m. & And.r.on A Maine
improvisational comedy team (Festival
Stage)

6:30
Ann Ca r l.on'. "C.tch .nd
R.I •••• " See 1:30 pm . (Current
Events Stage)

7:00
Cr •• ch/Ko •• t.r
D.nc.
Comp.ny Work for four dancers
(Current Events Stage)

Ann C.rl.on'. "C.tch .nd
R.I ••••" Performance work for fly
fisherman and fiddlers which premiered
at last year's Festival (Current Events
Stage)

2:40
Qu•• n Id.'. Bon Temp. Zydeco
Band Queen Ida combines Jamaican
reggae, calypso, country, jazz, blues,
Western swing and the traditional twosteps and waltzes of Louis iana's
Cajuns in her music (Festival Stage)

3:00
Robbl. McC.ul.y's "Congo,
New Vork" Deeply personal, social
and political commentary in which jazz
determines the form . McCauley

8:30

Qu•• n Id.'. Bon T.mp. Zyd.co
B.nd Queen Ida combines Jamaican
reggae, calypso, country, jazz, blues,
Western swing and the traditional twasteps and waltzes of Louisiana's
Cajuns in her music (World Traditions
Tent)

9:20
NRBQ The band describes !heir music
as 'omnipop ,- which combines jazz,
country, swing and R&B (Festival
Stage)

10:15
Rllu.1 Burning of K.r.n ClIg'.
Sculptur. (Current Events Stage)

•

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Greater Portland canl get
enough of Casco Bay
Weekly! With more than
18,000 copies being
snall::hed up each week
it's easy to reach the
many readers of C B W
with your classified ad!
Here's how: (1) Mail your
ad, along with payment, to
our office; (2) Drop your
ad off, along with payment, in person; or (3)
Phone your ad in to our
CI ••• llled HotLin.:
772·6672, using your
Visa or Mastercard. All
classified ads must be
paid for in advance.
Consult our CI ••• III.d
R.te. to determine the
total cost of your ad. If
you derive regular income
from the subject(s) of your
classified ad(s), you are
considered a 'Business'
entity for the purposes of
determining your ad rate.
If you are uncertain of the
rate status of your ad
(Individual or Business)
feel free to call the CI •• ,
.Ifled HotLin.: 772,
6672. 'Found' items are
published free as a public
service . Contract rates
for Display Classified are
available from Lew Bedell
at Casco Bay Weekly.
De.dllne for all types of
classified advertising is
. Friday at 5:00 pm for the
following Thursday's edition. Ads received after
the deadline will run starting with the next issue.
'Person to Person' ads
are for individuals only .
Ads submitted by businesses will not be run under this heading. CBW will
not print ads that seek to
buy or sell sexual services
for money or goods, or ads
with purely sexual intent.
CBW will not print full
names, street addresses
or phone numbers in the
'Person to Person' category. Those advertiSing
under this heading mu.t
either provide a Post Office Box number in their ad
or use the CBW Box
S.rvlc.. All information
pertaining to 'Person to
Person' advertisers and
respondents is kept
strictly confidential.
CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES

.

'.

animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
jobs
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc.
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

CBW Box S.rvlc. is
offered especially for the
convenience and confidentiality of advertisers in
our 'Person to Person'
and 'Jobs' categories but
is available to other
advertisers as well. Consult the Classified Rates
to determine your cost for
this service. Responses
to CBW boxholders are
forwarded weekly, and in
many cases, within 48
hours.
Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit ads
due to inappropriate con tent, etc. CBW shall not
be liable for errors or
omissions in, or a failure to
insert, any advertisement
for which it may be responsible, beyond actual
space occupied by the ad
in which error, omission or
failure to insert occurred.
Classified eds are not refundable.

19; ,) ~] "l'j; ,t:) j l _
NURSESICNA'S Come
see why we are still Northern
New England's fastest
growing staffing agency.
Call Nursing Network at 1800-635-2444.
.~

FASHION CONSULTANTS
to do private jewelry designer
viewings in homes, good
commissions and advancement opportunities.
Call Lucinda at 772-5522 or
773-0411.

HOUSE OF LLOYD Want
to earn some extra money in
your spare time? No collectingl delivering. Commissions earned on very first
sale of gifts and toys. Free
$300. kit. Now hiring for fall.
Call 797~397.

LUCINDA
Jewelry &
Accessories, seeks energetic & opportunistic sales
rep. for wiholesale accounts.
Call Lucinda at 772-5522 or
773-0411.

ATTENTION students and
senior citizens. Telephone
sales, days and evenings.
Hourly wage, bonus and
commission. No experience
necessary. Start immediately. Call 871-7067.

ANXIOUS TO WORK?
Call today for immediate
placement. We accept all
ages and skill levels. No
fees, weekly paycheck.
Best pay in town. Great
Benefits. Victor Temporary
Services. 775-6541.

person 0 person
SINGLE FATHER 44,
would like to meet a caring
lady Oller 30 for dinner dates,
talking, companionship and
possibly more. Portland
area. Please respond to
CBWllll0.

NON·SMOKING GEMINI
SM, 36, blonde, blue eyes,
nice looking, to meet an
intelligent, energetic younger
SF, share thoughts, ideas,
create memories, dancing,
dining, camping, and on the
move. Please respond to
CBW 11106.

I DON'T NEED ANOTHER
HERO! SF 40 plus, reaching
out to share interests. 50's, HEAL THY MALE in 50's.
60's & classical music , Not bad looking, seeks senLeisure Sunday brunches, suous female playmate
spontaneous long drives, who's unattached, neat, and
good food, wine & politics. doesn' drink or smoke. P.O.
Write if you care to embark Box 15011 , Portland, Me.
on a fun journey, CBW , 107. 04101.

roomma es
RESPONSIBLE roommate, 25-35, needed to
share 2BR intown Pard and
apt. $230./mo . + 112 util.
Call Charlie, eves, at 871TWO ROOMS for rent.
Full house privileges. Avail.
9-1-88. For more info. call
773-4977, leave message.
ROOM FOR RENT In private home. Quiet, residential South Portland area, yet
close to services and
amenities. Ideal for student
or professional person .
$265.1month . Furnished,
utilities included. Call 7746405.

MOBILE HOME 1975, 14'
x 70', 2BR. Must be moved.
Excellent quality interior.
Butcher block bar and
counter top . Dining room
with U-shaped kitchen, double wall oven, counter-top
stove, fully applianced. Full
bath wi double sinks. Master
bedroom has double sliding
glass doors and door to
bathroom. Sliders to deck.
Also has a front screened
porch and wood shed. Best
offer over $16 ,000. Call
O.O.B. 934-5378.

USM/ OSTEOPATHIC
area: 2 professional males,
seeking 3rd to share home
on Mass . Avenue. 25-35
year old professional, nonsmoker preferred. $250.1
month + 1/3 utilities. Call
772-9836 after 5.
HOUSEMATE WANTED
Sunny, spacious Woodfords
Comer apartment. Healthconscious person preferred.
$150.lmonth + utilities. Call
871 -7028.
CAPE ELIZABETH Really
nice M & F need same for
3BR. $330. includes all. Call
799-4551 .

EPSON EQUITY I IBM
compatible, 2 internal disc
drives, 256K, mono keyboard, Amdek amber monitor. Brother 15XL leller
quality printer w/ tractor
feed . Word Perfect. All
THOROUGHBFiED HOR- little-used. $1,500. or best
SES for sale. Nine geldings offer. Call Gary 775-6601
and mares 4 to 7 years old. evenings.
Some jumping / shOWing. All
16h. or more. $1250-$2500.
Also boarding with new indoor area and event course .
Leasing . Lessons. Belgrade
Lakes 495-2000.

caw

I

ome services

LIGHT TRUCKING Will
haul anything; moving too.
Yard work; attics and cellars
cleaned; rubbish removal.
Rain or shine. Seven days a
week. Free estimates 7727626.

AVOID 'Sunday Classified
Clutter'. Call CBW Cia.,
slfiedHotlin.772·6672.

musIc
GUITAR OF THE GODS
Magnificent Martin 0 -28,
1973, most splendid of
earthly objects . $800. with
Bic Papermate-blue hard
shell case. Call 761 -4556.

gigs
DRUMMER WANTED to
join progressive R& R band
with members 22-24 years
old. We have practice space
and gigs. Call Dan 772-8593.

rror:J.Xtfj1iH
SEATTLE AREA Want
ride in September. I can't
drive, but will share costs on
a budget trip. Call Scoll 1283-1637.

1('llljI~_

the real P.YU~lnle
This 33 1/3 rpm record is a genuine foreign
stamp, though originally it was about four
inches in diameter. (If you put it on a turntable,
you'd hear the national anthem of a country
with a very weird postmaster general.)
If you can' t read the spinning label, try the
postmark. You've got a third of the country
and half of its capital already.

ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Safe prompt, reasonable
rates, free estimates in
Portland Area : call 7670873.
ROOFING & PAINTING
Free estimates 772-7626.
PAINTING We make it last
and look beller. Professional
quality, competitive pricing
along with
t5 years
experience. Commercial and
residential painting. Free
estimates. Call anytime 7733720.
HOUSE
PAINTERS ,
Gardeners, Window washers. Advertise your services
on our classified pages for
only $7 a week. Call 7726672 anytime.

773-1196

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

CASCO Affordability at the lake! Cute and cozy 2
BR year-round home w~h 2 deeded ROW's and
neighborhood beach to Big Sebago. Well-maintained and ready to move! BPP, too. $93,900.
RUTH CONNOLLY (W) 772-3711 (H) 775-4820

All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must
be received by noon Wednesday, Aug. 17. The
solution to this week's Real Puzzle will appear
in the Aug. 25 issue of Casco BayWeekly. Send
your best guess to:

CUMBERLAND Call on this cozy Forest Lake hideaway. This 2 BR Log Home is awaiting your inspection! $78,900.
CHARLENE LORD (W) 772-3711 (H) 799-4143

T ... R.al PuzzI. '11
Casco Bay W••kly
187 Clark St
Portland, ME 04102

FOUND SOMETHING? A
pet? An obviously lost belonging? Earn your good citizenship honors by placing a
classified in CBW. 'Found'
items are listed FREE as a
public service. Call 7726672 . Someone out there
will prob;:lbly thank you!

.July 28 Solution
1) Dan ••

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
B)
10)
111
121

T ... Tonight Show
D.vld L.tt.nnan
T ... Cosby Show
W....I of Fortun•
T ... Hpn.ymooners
T ... Flint.ton ••
Star Trek
Mary Tyler MooreShow
C....rs
" . .m. Sireet
Mr, Rogers' Neighborhood

add,

I CAN ' T T~INK OF
':\\lIING WO~SE TllAN
SEE\N(, A. HOATING \-lEAD IN YOV/l \lARD
wIHI THE liPS MOVING SA~m6!WJ.lEltf~
M~ SoDy wllEl/.f$ fro.'!J BODY WflERES M~
SOD,:\, ANYWAy \ lloN'T THINK A HEAD
. VVov~O EVEIt FLoAT AItOVND DV~ING It\E
DII,:\ , IT'S '1"00 OBVIOU~ I n.IED CALL-INC,
O\l~1t AT M~ COUSltlS Bvr NO ANSWER. I
WONDE~ WHEI/.;;
MOM 1'0, J--=~~~

(All Charges Per Week)
IncM:iJaI
Business
$ 5.00
$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$1.00
$11,00
$1.00
$ .15
$ .21
$3.00
$ 5.00

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
Prepay your CBW Classified for three weeks and receive a fourtlh week FREE!
(Multiple-week advertisers get one free week for each three weeks pre·paid.) Indicate
your free weeks on the Cla •• m.d Onl.r Form or when you call.
Please read the CBW CI. . .Ifi.d Policy before completing this form.
And please, be neat!
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MOM ;rUST weNT 'Ttl
SIT ON 1'I\E PO~C.H .

Message,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

f\r-01ll~1t L~FT

Preferred Category_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Total Words._ _ __

I

I
I

HIS 'NINDDW OPfN, M/lytlE

IIOT SU/lf WHAT EVEIt HMPE/If 'fo
!-lEAD S'j illlO END 8fCAU$E I

Df"DED

To

WATC." SOME1l\\NG MOllE INrrp.eSTING. .t:
fOUND A. GOOD SHow ON CMNNEL 'i A80VT

~\CI.:I(.~E S"FET)' ~ND LATER T1Ie~E wAS o",~
ON flOI'/ TO /to."I<E ~oVR LAWN MollE 8[AVTI AIL,
PEf.~ON"LL~ \ l1I1NK nlE~ COVI.D HAVE
Tl!.leD TO WAKe ME up BEfoRE TliEY LEFT,
You KNOW WII~T I MEAN?

lli. STOltE, \ THINK 1'('LGo

Base Classified Rate
+ ___ Extra Words at __ ~ Each =
CBW Box Service
Subtotal.
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I'm using

Private spaces for everyone in this nice-as-new 3
BR Garrison in Southwoods, 2 family rooms, 1 112
baths, fireplace, sited on a wooded lot wlprivate
deck. Call today. $185,000.
MARYANN TILTON-WARE (W) 772-3711
(H) 883-3862
LIMINGTON Looking for something special but affordable? This unique 3 BR home offers sunken LR,
skylights, beamed cathedral ceilings, full BSMT,
deck, pool, oil heat & morel $99,800.
ED BURNELL & ALISON PRAWER
(W) 775-3425 (H) 773-0131
PORTLAND Storybook Cape - located in a great
Portland neighborhood, Hugh finished basement,
2+ car garage wlworkshop, 43' deck overlooking
your private garden & much more, $159,000.
CHERYL T. HUGILL (W) 772-3711 (H) 883-9471
PARENTS, check this home out! 3 BR Garrison in
quiet neighborhood - walking distance to schools.
Offers many extras - BSMT FR, oil heat & FPL, 2 car
att. gar" BPP-more! $129,900.
ED BURNELL (W) 775-3425 (H) 773-0131

SOUTH PORTLAND This house is an incredible
deal! Great neighborhhod, 4 BRs, FR w/FPL, garage & more, needs a little TLC, but is a great buy
at only $84,000.
CHARLENE LORD (W) 772-3711 (H) 799-4143

WINDHAM Fishing , anyone? How about swimming, too! This new listing provides opportunities
for both! 7 +/- acres of land, 98 ft. of riverirontage,
swimming pool and 5 BRs. $359,000.
ALISON PORTER-PRAWER (W) 775-3425
(H) 883-5400

x ____

MastercardNisa (Circle One)
11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date ______

NORTH DEERING Oversized Cape w/1-car attached garage is a beautiful family home. Features
3-4 BRs, LR wIFPL, eat-in kit. w/Jen-Air Range, FR
wtbrick hearth & more. $151,000.
DARLENE NAPOLITANO (2) 775-3425
(H) 797-7542

=

Check
Money Order

1184 FORD Escort-L
Wagon w/ hitch, 56,000, NC,
AMlFM, 2 new radial snows,
serviced regularly, excellent
cond o$2500. Call 773-0542
leave message.

Name_____________________________________________

I

Address,____________________________________________

I
I

City____________________ State,________ Zip.________

I

Day time Phone Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

I
I
Complete this form and mail or deliver to:
I
CI ••• lfl.d Department
C••co Bay Weekly
I
1B7 Clark St ...1
I
Portland, Maine 04102
I
I
FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED CONTRACT RATES CALL
Il _________________________________
LEW BEDELL AT 772-6672

mir:i1~

_

l(t1'i:)il.

,(,l ..jDUn'41

HOUSE FOR RENT Route HARRASEEKET HAR,
302, South Casco . Non- BOR Gorgeous waterfront
smoker. No pets. Reason- home! Features include:
able. New forced hot water cathedral ceilings , new
heater. Call 655-4526.
kitchen, in-law apartment,
perennial gardens - and all at
an
affordable
price.
CAPE
ELIZABTH
Condo
1187 HONDA Accord OX,
$295,000. Susan Potier,
4 door, 4 speed automatic, for rent. 2BR, furnished , Century 21-Balfour.
Call
air conditioning, loaded, mint wihasher/dryer, garage. Not 865-8311 .
condition, 4 year unlimited pets . Available September mileage warranty, $10,399. June. $795.1month + utilities . Call weekends 799Call 878-2227.
LITTLE SEBAGO Won0679
derful 4BR family home with
NEED 2ND OR 3RD car?
deeded access to the water.
Call Richard Nest, T.B. of
Completely remodeled and
ME. 773-2718 . Stickered, WEST END Several nice tastefully decorated. Just
warrantied, some financing, apartments. All utilities in- beautiful, and so's the price!
$1,500. to $2,500. '80's- cluded. $350.-$500. Call $139,000. Susan Potter,
'84's. Call 773-2718, ask for Ross-James Management, Century 21-Balfour, 865m-1003.
Richard Nest.
6311.

t;r:mw.

TWO UNIT Excellent Portland outskirts area. Great
owner occupied property
boasting many major
renovations. Just turn the
key! $139,000. Call Susan
at Century 21 -Balfour, 8656311 .
CUMBERLAND Contemporary quality home on 2.5
secluded acres. In-ground
pool, 4BR, 2.5 baths, and
cathedral ceilings. A pleasure to show! $209,000.
Susan Potter, Century 21Balfour. Call865-6311.
CLASSIFIEDS THAT
WORK, thaI's what you get
in Casco Bay Weekly.

REAL ESTATE
CATEGORIES
apartments for rent
commercial· for sale
houses for rent
office space for rent
residential' for sale
retail space for rent
vacation rentals

ADORABLE CAPE 5 minuteswak to Willard Beach.
3 or 4 BRs, plus full dining room & remodeled
kitchen, make this a top value in today's market.
Even a picket fence. $100,000.
JERRY ONOS (W) 772-3711 (H) 767-4746

PORTLAND Attractive unit in Portland's West End
close to Maine Med & Intown. Large, spacious
rooms. Applianced kitchen, Large, sunny windows.
Laundry & parking. $83,500.
LISA NOBLE (W) 772-3711 (H) 767-0957

Number of Weeks You Want Ad Run
Total Enclosed
And Don't Forget My ____ Free Week(s)!
Enclosed is my

GORHAM Summer Special! 316-foot sandy beach
frontage. Boating, fishing, year-round 2+ BR home,
dockjng facilities, owner says sell! Always ask for
James. $168,766.
JAMES GRIFFIN (W) 775-3425 (H) 892-5356

WHY PAY RENT? You can afford to own this 3+ BR
Ranch conveniently located in a pleasant neighborhood. Home in good condition. Please call for more
details. $93,999.
MICHELLE MCQUARRIE (W) 772-3711
(H) 774-9105

THE eAD II':lPNoTISES THIS Be~vTIFv~ LAD':1
WITH 81.ONCE !\AIR INTO BEING THE GIRLFIlI~ND B':! FLYIN(, TH/toUG 1-\ AN OPEN UJII""XlW
/\ND HIDING IN /I HAT Bo)C. WilEN SHE OPENS
Hie 80)( IT MAKES THESE MOTtONS WITt{
IT5 \'19~ LIKe" FISH,·KIS5 M'C, I CiJMMAND
You' IT SA~S, 11lfN SHe's THE I1EAO:S AVTOM"'11 c S~"VE FoP. LIFE, Of COV/<SE /f-~
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The last television selis from
"Mr. Rogers' Neigh borhood,"
not "Allin the Family" as many
of you thought. (There' s a
window next to the doset.)
Michael Millard of Cape Elizabeth wins the Alberta's gift
certificate and Richard A. Silver of Westbrook wins the
Longfellow cruise tickets.

ernie P"991~~s comeek

classified
ad form

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each
ward
CBW Box Service

FALMOUTH The atmosphere of this incredible home
is dominated by the ocean, boats, sea gulls, &
beach. Panoramic views from every room. 2 BRs, 2
baths, patios, decks, and the ocean. $317,000 .
LARRY RIEGER (W) 772-3711 (H) 773-5600

• 1988 United Fealure Syndicate.

PEUGEOT 12, SPEED
bicycle. New. Call 8718636.

RECENTL Y WON Never 1953 CESSNA Very good
used, still in the box: Teac condition inside and out.
compact disc player for Many extras. $14,800. 729sale. $125. Call 854-48t8.
8046 Evenings.

CAPE ELIZABETH Call today about Ihis new listing
that could be the perfect home for your fam ily. 3
BRs, large private backyard, woodstove, and great
location I $129 ,000.
BILL TOMBS (W) 772-3711 (H) 883-8116

CLASSIFIED LINE AD RATES

I
I

I
I
I
I

STING TICKETS $40.
buys you two . Save 10
bucks! Call 878-2607 days
or 284-8946 nights.

A beautiful and exceptionally maintained turn-ofthe-century home on the Western Prom! Special
features : stain leaded glass, 4 fireplaces, 5 BRs,
oak detailing & more. $398,000.
MARYANN TILTON-WARE (W) 772-3711
(H) 883-3862

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so, there could be a $20 gill certificate at
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for
two for a cruise on the Longfellow Cruise Lines
(second prize). If we receive more than one
correct entry, prize winners will be selected
from among the correct entries by a random
drawing. Contestants are ineligible to win more
than one prize in a four-week span, and only
one entry per contestant.

9)

SKATEBOARD for sale.
In pretty good condition.
Pink Executioner. $30. Call
Marg 9-5 at 775-6601 or Jason at 353-4176 .

HOMESITTER 26 year old DAYCARE Opening in
engineer seeks mutually Sept. West Cumberland on
beneficial off-season ar- Blackstrap Rd. Full & partrangement. Clean, respon- time. Call 797-6088 Evensible individual. References. ings.
Phone to meet Michael 7673049.
PRIMAL, SPIRITUAL,
WOODWORKER/ Musical TENDER. A collection of 20
Instrument Maker with good poems. Send $5 to: POstationary tools seeking ETRY, Box 201, Cape Cotshop/studio space to share tage, Maine O4t07.
with other(s). Portland vicinity. Call 874-2876.
ADVENTURE Looking for
serious outdoor fun in the
FRENCH
LESSONS line of sailboarding, surfing
Experienced instructor from with wet suits, kayaking or
Paris with 6 years experi- canoeing, for day trips in
ence will design personal Southern Maine area . Interlesson plan. Initial consulta- ested? Have equipment?
tion to determine your ability Let's get together and talk.
is free. Individual or group. Willing to buy equipment. Call
Call 773-1076.
Ashley at 772-2578.

WALLPAPERING New to
Portland area. Graduate of
United States School of
Professional Paperhangers.
Free estimates. Call Brian
Chadderton, 874-6688, So.
Portland.

HOLISTIC BODYWORK
A gift for life. Enjoy sessior
or series of Hellerwork, a
bodywork system designed
to release patterns of physical & emotional holding and
to re-align the body. Break
cycle of stressl tension/disSWM , 25, 5' 6 112', blonde, ease and enhance vitality ,
blue eyed, attractive, seeks awareness & wellbeing in
SWF or DWF ages 22-40 for life .
Contact Certified
friend or possible lasting re- Hellerwork Practitioners
lationship. Must be romantic, Darcey Byrne or Harry
and like outdoors, outside Tweedie for more information
sport activities and good 856-6490.
sense of humor. Portland
area only. Please respond to INNER HARVEST Six
Day Residential Retreat for
CBW #108.
Sacred Inner Work. For
those committed to the inner
journey and its expression in
the world. September 23-28.
1988. Dwinell & Hall, t9
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth,
FOR RENT Half of my 2BR Maine 04107.
townhouse in convenient
Woodfords
location . ROLFING
relieves
$300Jmonth + 112 utilities. stress. improves posture .
Available September 15 on. For more information, or to
Young professional pre- schedule a free consultation,
ferred. Call 846-3599 after call Robert Coughlin, Coastal
Counseling, 767-5982 or
ROOMMATE WANTED 772-5581. Physician referto share 2BR lUXUry condo in rals welcome.
Old Port. GM, professional,
under 30 or progressive
indiVidual preferred. Available August 19. Call 76170 t6 and leave message.
MAINELY FRIENDS A
A NO,PAIN, all-gain , all- very affordable match makaround good deal is what you ing service, for all people.
get with a Casco Bay Weekly We offer low prices and high
classified. It's simple, cheap quality service. For more inand effective. What else formation write to POB 25 t ,
needs be said?
Augusta, Maine 04330.

II; 51 tIi[. _

no Ices

MIKES LANDSCAPING
Pruning, planning, hedges,
tree moving, limbing,
topping, vista cutting,
stumps removed. Call for
info. on any landscaping
operation. Referrals . 17
Years experience. Free estimates. Call 883-8746.

WOMAN 39, married,
seeks sensitive, caring, intelligent, attractive, natural
woman for intimate friendship . Be my kindred spirit.
Write to P.O. Box 4685 ,
Portland, ME. 04112.

SCARBOROUGH Olde Millbrook Cape Cod - Ask
me about buying this home for immediate occupancy but clOSing later at your convenience! 3 BRs,
1 1/2 baths, 2-car garage. BPP. $129,900 .
KEN ROWELL (W) 772-3711 (H) 883-2459
MOTIVATED SELLERS! Your wife & kids will love
the country kitchen &. inground pool of this 3 BR
Ranch. 1+ car garage & barn are a plus. Large lot
near the Mall, BPP. $117,250.
ANN COWAN (W) 772-3711 (H) 883--5906
RAYMOND This Big Sebago year-round estate
has it all. Located in an exclusive & protected cove
w1200 ft , of sandy beach. Elegant 4 BR home, boat
house, in-law apt., 2~r garage. $379,000.
LARRY RIEGER (W) 772-3711 (H) 773-5600

Finding it
impossible to
stand out
amidst
60 pages of
Sunday
classifieds

???
Avoid
the clutter
with
Casco
Bay
Weekly

...n,
Display
Classified:
Lew Bedell
772·6672
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~
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Aboard the elegant Longfellow II for a relaxing cruise
offering unique views of the real Portland
10-11:30AM
Lobster,Fisheries & History
Adult $8.50, Child $6

3:30-5PM
Naturalist Tour
Adult $8.50, Child $6

12:05-12:55
Luncheon Harbor
$3.50 Lunches onboard or BYO

5:30-7PM
Portland Headlight
$8.50 with Seafaring Folk Music

1:30-3PM
Lighthouse and Shipwreck
Adult $8.50, Child$6

7:30-9:30PM
Sunset & Harborlight
Reserved tickets only by 12noon
Cruise $12.50, with lobsterbake $26

10PM-Midnight Moonlight Cruise
All seats $10. Dancing under the stars.
Thurs., Fri., Sat. in July & August.

,
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LONGFELLOW
CRUISE LINE
No.1 Long Wharf· Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 774 .. 3578

